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Part I
Prevention of Microbial Spreading



Chapter 1
Decision Procedures and Strategies

Abstract The problem of food contamination has been thoroughly investigated in
the last decades. The industrial evolution of food manufacturers and food business
operators worldwide and the mutation of main social groups have caused the
modification of basic food features. Moreover, the recent introduction of ‘minimally
processed’ foods has determined the increase of possible food contamination epi-
sodes when adequate good management practices are not in place. For these rea-
sons, the ‘Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points’ approach is widely
recommended with the addition of appropriate quality management systems.
Because of the possibility of different hazards, a multidisciplinary approach is
needed. With specific reference to microbial contamination, the problem is the
eradication or the limitation of selected microorganisms depending on their path-
ogenic or degrading importance. Different strategies are helpful: generally, thermal
treatments are considered. On the other hand, the environmental decontamination
by means of cleaning and sanitisation procedures is extremely important. This
chapter aims to introduce the argument of sanitising procedures in the ambit of
HACCP strategies.

Keywords Cleaning � Food contamination �HACCP � Industrialisation �Microbial
risk � Quality system � Sanitisation

1.1 Introduction to Safety Protocols in Food Industries

Industries develop throughout history leaving normally only results coming from a
long way process. Daily foodstuffs usually have a long story based on experiences,
research, studies and trials that sometimes are lost in the mists of time. The human
mind gives its best when it adapts natural resources to its needs without force and
conflicts.

Rarely is there the sensibility to spread the results of such a work and cultural
process that started with the appearance of making on the hearth.

© The Author(s) 2015
G. Gurnari, Safety Protocols in the Food Industry and Emerging Concerns,
Chemistry of Foods, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-16492-2_1
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Nowadays many people try to fill this gap—sometimes wanted, sometimes
happened—promoting the knowledge of some aspects of the industrial processes
that currently allow providing foodstuffs totally natural and healthy.

The present contribution comes from the technological evolution and the sci-
entific knowledge that allow carrying out top-value industrial processes, using only
natural resources. New methodological approaches will be introduced in order to
have healthy and safe nourishment in every production chain (Fig. 1.1).

The problem of food contamination has been thoroughly investigated in the last
decades (Parish et al. 2003). Actually, the so-called ‘food contamination’ is not
circumscribed to well-defined situations.

First of all, modern food production has evolved, compared with the past. In
detail, the industrialisation of food manufacturers concerns probably most part of
the food business operators (FBO) worldwide. The industrial evolution of FBO has
been mainly determined by social factors such as the growing urban demand (Ng
et al. 2014). The mutation of the main social groups has caused the modification of
basic food features: reduced production and packaging times, the enhanced

Fig. 1.1 The continuous evolution of industrial processes, from the primary production to the final
distribution to consumers, has to be studied with the fundamental contribution of the current
scientific knowledge. This technological approach may allow for obtaining food products with
high quality and remarkable safety levels. In addition, it may be inferred that industrial food
products are similar to other non-food commodities at present. The complexity of functional
flowcharts appears similar in food and non-food processes. The role of logistic operations under
peculiar storage conditions has to be considered

4 1 Decision Procedures and Strategies



concentration of enormous amounts of produced foods into a single plant or
working line, extended shelf life values (Barbieri et al. 2014a, b; Parisi 2002a, b;
Parisi et al. 2004) and the possibility of reducing differences between various lots or
batches of the same product (Ng et al. 2014).

In addition, the recent introduction on the marked of edible commodities for
human consumption such as fresh-cut fruit and vegetable products, also named
minimally processed foods (Allende et al. 2006; Guzewich and Ross 1999; Parish
et al. 2003), has determined the increase of possible food contamination episodes
when adequate and specific ‘good management practices’ are not in place. Sub-
stantially, fresh-cut fruits and vegetables are currently considered foods with some
risk when speaking of food safety (Bhagwat 2006; FSA 2007; Gil et al. 2009).
Actually, the risk of food contamination is always probable in every food and feed-
production plant and correlated structures. For this reason the ‘Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Points’ (HACCP) approach is recommended because of the
necessity for preventing contamination episodes (Parish et al. 2003). Other ‘quality
assurance programmes’ such as the Japanese Total Quality Management (TQM)
approach can be very useful when speaking of food safety and techniques for
preventing risks and managing emergencies in food companies and the whole
commercial system (Barendsz 1998). The evolution of quality systems, from the old
ISO 9000:1994 norm to modern protocols, has determined the continuous modi-
fication of food business structures (Stilo et al. 2009). At present, it may be inferred
that industrial food products are similar to other non-food commodities when
speaking of basic features, standard attributes and other specifications, if stated in
technical data sheets. The complexity of functional flowcharts appears similar in
food and non-food processes.

The same complexity has been progressively observed in food-related sectors
such as food-contact products (materials and objects). The importance of food
containers should be remembered: in fact, the success—or the commercial failure—
of packaged food products depends on various factors, including the container and
the relationships with the packaged content (Parisi 2004). As an example, food
packaging may act as a passive vehicle of microbial contamination (Parisi 2012).
Other failures may concern the chemical and physical transformation of containers
during processing and/or packaging processes and during the shelf life period
(Parisi 2013). Another important and ‘unknown’ matter concerns the nature of
food-contact materials when used for the production of processing and packaging
machinery. This argument should be discussed by a peculiar viewpoint (Chap. 3),
with relation to main components and auxiliary substances also (food-grade
oils, etc.).

Food contamination can be caused by separated or synergically connected
factors. The problem of food technologists is not simple because of the necessity
of studying every possible cause (chemical, microbiological, physical) without
interferences from other factors. This responsibility implies the reliable evaluation
of obtained results and the creation of a quality management system (Parisi 2012,
2013) specifically created for food companies and other interested players
in the food chain. The subsequent implementation and the re-validation of the

1.1 Introduction to Safety Protocols in Food Industries 5
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above-mentioned food system should allow food technologists to manage
predictable food contamination episodes at the least (Bratt 2010; Santana et al.
2009; Yavari et al. 2014).

In general, the HACCP approach to the problem of food crises has been thor-
oughly applied and implemented to a number of different food plants, sectors and
subsectors in the last decades. Results have been substantially positive (Ferrara and
Parisi 2004; Parisi 2002c, d), although the practical implementation of HACCP
principles may be different depending on the peculiar geographical location and/or
food specific types. In fact, a special attention requires the preparation of fresh
vegetables for direct consumption—the so-called ‘fourth range’ (Bevilacqua et al.
2009)—or the preparation of product fruits and vegetables intended to be frozen
(Gurnari 2004, 2005).

1.2 The Role of the HACCP Manager: Food Risks
and GMP

Basically, the HACCP system is based on seven main principles (Mukundan 2005;
Yavari 2014):

(1) The definition of a detailed hazard analysis for each processing step, with the
aim of defining and implementing adequate control measures.

(2) The clear and reliable identification of critical control points (CCP) in the
whole process, with relation to each possible risk.

(3) The definition of critical limits for each significant hazard.
(4) The definition and the implementation of reliable monitoring procedures along

the process.
(5) The clear definition of preventive and corrective actions for each specified

danger and hazard, when a specific CCP appears to be out of control. In detail,
preventive and corrective actions are carried out with the aim of avoiding
excessive values if compared with critical limits.

(6) The creation of reliable verification procedures with the aim of determining the
efficacy of HACCP plans. Should the HACCP system work well, food
products would be confirmed safe for human consumption.

(7) The creation of a documentation system for inspection and audit. In fact, a
well-implemented HACCP plan cannot be reliable without a documentation
system.

On these bases, food companies and distribution players can demonstrate the
effectiveness of measures for the production of safe and legally compliant foods.

The problem of possible hazards can be very challenging. At present, many
possibilities can occur, including the ‘new entry’ of nanotechnology in food and
feed products. Anyway, the classical subdivision of risks concerns:
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(a) The microbiological risk (detection and spreading of pathogen agents and
degrading life forms);

(b) The chemical risk (detection of undesirable and/or dangerous chemicals in
food products by different sources);

(c) The physical risk (detection of harmful foreign bodies in foods: wood frag-
ments, glass, non-edible powders, insects, etc.).

This book is dedicated to the study of and chemical strategies for the prevention
of microbial contamination in foods. As a result, the third of the above-mentioned
risks is not discussed here, while the microbiological and the chemical risks are
evaluated.

1.3 The Microbial Risk

The scientific literature has discussed thoroughly the problem of microbial con-
tamination in food products (Doyle et al. 2013; Kusumaningrum et al. 2003;
Lammerding and Fazil 2000; Redmond et al. 2004). In general, it may be assumed
that the so-called ‘microbial risk’ in foods is the best known and investigated topic
on food technology (Altekruse et al. 1996; Baglio 2014; Scott and Bloomfield
1990; Zhao et al. 1998). In fact, the same ‘food hygiene’—a matter of public safety
from the medical viewpoint at least—is strictly connected with outbreaks of
microbial origins and examples of chemical contamination with microbial origin:
ingestion of toxins, detection of unpleasant and easily observed metabolites, etc.
(Andreis and Ottaviani 2002; Bonadonna et al. 2004; Hardy 1999; Hayes 1992;
Mortlock et al. 1999; Oteri and Ekanem 1989). In addition, the management of
microbial spreading may be useful when speaking of shelf life prediction and
control in different foods (Dalgaard et al. 1997; Parisi 2002e–g).

Basically, the management of microbial risk is needed because of at least two
main reasons:

(a) Produced foods have to be safe for human consumption (Ray and Bhunia
2013). The connection between main food diseases and selected outbreaks in
the last century on the one hand and the detection of dangerous or degrading
microorganisms on the other hand is clearly demonstrated at present. Con-
sequently, there is a necessity of limiting the microbial population with neg-
ative effects on human health and/or food features (Gram et al. 2002; Monk
et al. 1995). A microbial population with clear and positive effects on human
health and product features should be favoured (Bergamini et al. 2005;
Granato et al. 2010; Salminen et al. 1998). The last situation concerns the so-
called ‘probiotic’ bacteria in foods.

(b) Foods have to be also safe on the legal ground. This simple and obvious
reflection implies the existence of a well-established and functional structure of
regulatory protocols and supporting documents with reference to food safety
and microbial contamination. As an example, the matter of microbial hygiene
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and safety indicators is thoroughly examined and ruled in the European Union
(EU). With concern to this economic area only, the Commission Regulation
(EC) No 2073/2005 and subsequent amendment concern microbiological cri-
teria in foodstuffs (Montanari et al. 2015; Pisanello 2014; Jacxsens et al. 2010).
All business stages—production, processing and distribution—are included.
Briefly, two different criteria are defined with reference to food safety
(acceptability of food products) and food hygiene (acceptability of food
processing only, without recall and withdrawal consequences).

Because of the remarkable number of food rejections and notification in the EU
because of microbial causes (Montanari et al. 2015), the problem of food safety has
been often considered from the point of view of medical hygienists. On the other
hand, the chemical risk has seemed to be underestimated until the 1990s compared
with microbiological issues, except for situations with a clear connection with
microbial spreading.

1.4 The Chemical Risk

The chemical risk in foods is correlated to different arguments, from the simple
detection of foreign contaminants of immediate and serious concern for human
health (Yan et al. 2014) to the modification of the main components of a peculiar
food after processing and packaging processes.

A simplified list of common chemical contaminants is shown below, where each
contaminant or class of chemicals is linked to one or more original sources
(Lelieveld and Holah 2014):

(1) Toxins of microbial origin (vegetable and animal products, including crop
infestation);

(2) Toxins by food-producing animals;
(3) Unexpected chemical substances in food ingredients and additives;
(4) Pesticide and veterinary residues (agricultural practices, activities of breeding

livestock);
(5) Natural toxicants (from peculiar food ingredients);
(6) Dangerous and/or undesired chemicals from different reactions during pro-

cessing, packaging and subsequent steps until the final consumption. These
substances are often by-products of the main reactions occurring in processed
and unprocessed foods;

(7) Chemical substances from unsuitable food containers;
(8) Chemical contaminants from unsuitable food contact materials (machinery,

surfaces);
(9) Residual molecules of cleaning and sanitisation environmental solutions;
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(10) Environmental contaminants (industrial plants, wastewater contamination,
sewage, etc.);

(11) Contaminated soils (from urban, industrial and commercial activities);
(12) The presence of complex molecules denied from the mutually incompatible

usage of certain chemical products.

The problem of microbial toxins from different sources is certainly one of the
most important challenges in the modern food industry. Probably, the detection of
mycotoxins by several fungal species appears the main emergency when speaking
of adulterated foods and feeds (Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food
Additives 2001; Pisanello 2014; Montanari et al. 2015). Basically, the most
important group of fungal toxins appears to be represented by aflatoxins B1, B2, G1,
G2, M1 and M2 (Goldblatt 2012; Huang et al. 2010). The biosynthesis of these
chemical compounds is ascribed to certain Aspergillus species. Because of the
remarkable acute and chronic toxicity in humans and other animal species,
aflatoxins are always under strict surveillance when speaking of hygienic controls
on various foods of animal and vegetable origin. Other important fungal mycotoxins
are fumonisins, trichothecenes, ergot alkaloids and ochratoxins (Andreis and
Ottaviani 2002; Pisanello 2014; Vasanthi and Bhat 1998).

In general, the limitation to toxin amounts (chemical and microbial risk at the
same time) can only be obtained by means of the accurate selection of raw and
stored commodities. Undoubtedly, many environmental factors can be monitored
constantly—pH values, water activity, relative humidity in warehouses, etc.—but
the rationalisation of these data can be efficacy manages in the ambit of a well-
conceived and implemented HACCP plan (Murphy et al. 2006). As an example, the
preharvest stage is absolutely critical from a purely technological viewpoint: HA-
CCP plans should be always implemented from this point at least. Otherwise, the
complete management approach to the limitation of toxin amounts could easily fail
(Murphy et al. 2006).

Another very important point is the maintenance for facilities, devices and
machinery in general (Gurnari 2006).

The matter of toxins by food-producing animals may be also discussed; how-
ever, the original cause is always the biosynthesis of different toxins by fungal
species in feeding commodities (first step) and the subsequent ingestion of con-
taminated feeds by animals. Naturally, an important number of food rejections can
be correlated to this specific mechanism. It has been reported that the transmission
rate of aflatoxin B1 by contaminated feeds determines a final excretion of this toxin
in milk varieties (Weidenbörner 2001): a linear correlation between aflatoxin B1

amounts and milk yields may be established. According to researchers, 300 µg
of toxin per kg of feed may cause the detection of 4.5 µg/l in the final milk
(Weidenbörner 2001).

The detection of unexpected contaminants in food ingredients and additives
could be considered in the vast ambit of adulterated foods. Generally, these
chemicals are not intentionally added to food commodities. On the other hand, the
recent detection of melamine in Chinese milk powders (Dane and Cody 2010; Ellis
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et al. 2012; Langman 2009: Yang et al. 2009) is surely a desired modification of the
chemical composition of food products. This situation cannot be compared with
other unintentional episodes such as the occurrence of titanium dioxide in food
products by different origins (environmental contamination; detection in food
additives; etc.). However, the presence of these molecules may be considered in the
same way because of their absolute non-food nature.

Pesticide and veterinary residues (by agricultural practices and breeding live-
stock) represent a current problem in food of animal origin. From the analytical
viewpoint, most recent studies have been carried out with the aim of enhancing
liquid chromatography and gas chromatography (coupled with mass spectrometry)
multi-residue protocols when speaking of the detection and quantitative determi-
nation of pesticides such as acephate, methamidophos and triazophos (Banerjee
et al. 2012; He et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2011). The eradication or the limitation of
these compounds may be tried on condition that a severe monitoring plan is carried
out in food production plants (Carvalho 2006).

With concern to natural toxicants from peculiar food ingredients, the simple
knowledge of the correlated risk might be sufficient. On these bases, the HACCP
system should manage possible situations on condition that purchased raw ingre-
dients are strictly monitored. This strategy is also applied to allergens (Barbieri
et al. 2014b; Watson 1998).

With reference to dangerous and/or undesired chemicals from different reactions
during processing, packaging and subsequent steps until the final consumption, the
problem is often correlated to technological transformations. The acidification of
certain fatty foods is certainly due to rancidity processes and the consequent pro-
duction of fatty acids from fat molecules. Remarkable amounts of toxic and volatile
acrolein (National Research Council Committee on Aldehydes 1981) in fried
products by the dehydration of glycerol—this molecule is obtained from triglyc-
erides via—is well known (Hess et al. 1978; Osório and de Lourdes Cardeal 2011).
The degradation of milk caseins may be very interesting when studied via normal
analyses and simulative approaches (Creamer 1975; Parisi et al. 2014). Finally, an
important topic is surely correlated to the production of heterocyclic amines through
unstable free radical Maillard intermediates (Arvidsson et al. 1997; Kato et al. 1996;
Sugimura et al. 2004; Weisburger 2002). Because of the apparently wide appli-
cability of Maillard reactions in many foods and edible sub-categories of foods, this
argument should be discussed in detail. Anyway, the emersion of similar problems
highlights the necessity of profound studies from an interdisciplinary viewpoint,
without reference to a single product category.

Contamination of food products by simple contact with non-edible surfaces
concerns the use of unsuitable food containers (Parisi 2004, 2012, 2013). Actually,
similar failures may be also caused by other factors: food packaging materials may be
technologically suitable for intended use. However, different storage conditions and
the simple—but often observed—mutation of food compositions and types,
including also the modification of sizes, may determine unexpected results (Brunazzi
et al. 2014a, b; Parisi 2012). When speaking of food contact, the role of food
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processing machinery and correlated parts has to be necessarily evaluated. In fact, the
discussion should equally consider three different aspects:

(a) The suitability of food packaging objects and materials for food processing
and packaging equipments, with the exclusion of food-contact containers.

(b) The hygienic design of food processing and packaging machinery (including
the choice of materials).

(c) The correct cleaning and sanitisation of food-contact surfaces (including the
quality of chemical products).

The last point concerns the possible detection of residual molecules of cleaning
and sanitisation solutions in foods. In addition, the microbial contamination may be
also determined by incorrect cleaning and sanitisation procedures (wrong times of
applications; incorrect dilution ratio; unexpected chemical reaction due to simul-
taneous use of different substances; etc.).

Finally, environmental contaminants by industrial plants and other non-food
plants should be considered. This discussion concerns mainly the correct man-
agement of external contamination outside food plants, warehouses and other food-
correlated areas. For example, air pollution—production of dioxins and similar
toxic compounds—may be a challenging problem (Fu et al. 2008) when a food
plant is located in a particular area where one or more waste treatment activities
(incineration, etc.) are found. The same problem can be discussed in relation to the
most recent nuclear incidents in the Chernobyl and Fukushima Dai-ichi power
plants. In particular, different researches have been carried out recently in relation to
the impact of radioactive caesium on Japanese food and feed products. With regard
to human health effects, one of the main reasons has been the comparison between
the different situations in Fukushima and Chernobyl: in fact, the Ukrainian accident
has been extensively studied and many researches are available at present. On the
other hand, the effect on Japanese food and feed products should be carefully
investigated and compared with the previous Chernobyl situation.

At present, existing studies have highlighted that:

(a) One of the most contaminated products is brown rice (Oryza sativa L.) grown
in the Fukushima Prefecture and in the nearby areas (Nemoto and Abe 2013).
The radiocaesium contamination has exceeded 500 Bq/kg (the provisional
legal level) in this food product. Actually, this result is surprising because
radioactive materials, including caesium, are strongly bound to soil granules.
As a result, crops and plants do not show high contamination levels if caesium
is absorbed through roots (Nemoto and Abe 2013). One of the most probable
causes could be correlated to the durable contamination of waters in paddy
fields for some period, with consequent notable root absorption. In fact, other
Japanese products have been found to show radiocaesium contamination. One
of these foods, extremely popular in Japan and well-known abroad is wasabi
(Eutrema wasabi): this vegetable product is often cultured using water from
mountains. The notable detection of radionuclides in these products can
suggest the necessity for higher inspection levels. In addition, suspended
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matter and particulate organic matter appear to be (Ohte et al. 2013) the most
important carriers of caesium-137 (137Cs)

(b) It has been suggested that sulphate may be a potential aerosolised carrier for
caesium-134 (134Cs) and 137Cs. As a result, contaminated areas, such as cities
and urban regions, with notable presence of aerosolised sulfate may also
transport the efficacy of these radionuclides. Cultivated plants and related food
and feed products might be remarkably contaminated (Kaneyasu et al. 2012)

(c) Agricultural practices should be rapidly changed with the aim of reducing
detectable radioactivity. In fact, the use of potassium in paddy soils can
notably reduce root absorption of 134Cs and 137Cs. As a clear consequence,
rice plants show reduced contamination by radionuclides (Kobayashi 2013).
The addition of absorbents may be also useful because of the predictable
contamination of soils during time: 137Cs is a radionuclide with a half-life of
30 years (Nihei 2013)

(d) Cereals and mushrooms are expected to remain under observation in the next
future. With reference to rice, the durable contamination of soils is a sufficient
argument. In addition, mushrooms have been found to show residual 137Cs
radioactivity after nuclear weapon tests in the 1950s (Yamada 2013).

1.5 Microbial Decontamination and Related Risks

At present, one of the basic and necessary instruments for the eradication or the
limitation of microbial decontamination is represented by cleaning and sanitisation
procedures. This approach may seem too simplified: in fact, the simple word
‘decontamination’ seems to suggest the necessity for eliminating microorganisms
when present (in foods, food-contact surfaces, air, water, etc.). As a result, thermal
treatments and other technological procedures for elimination or reduction of
microbial counts may be omitted.

Basically, microbial contamination may be reduced by means of the following
techniques and/or procedures in food plants and in dedicated warehouses (Evans
et al. 2004; Scott and Bloomfield 1990):

(1) Correct selection of raw ingredients and packaging materials;
(2) Separation between different areas;
(3) Prevention of cross-contamination episodes between different lines dedicated

to the production of dissimilar foods;
(4) Prevention of survival and transfer of microscopic life forms via cloths,

hands and utensils;
(5) Prevention of microbial contamination by food refrigeration equipment;
(6) Use of thermal processing treatments and/or preserving technologies

(smoking, salting, etc.);
(7) Use of purified water and modern techniques (sonication, etc.);
(8) Purification of atmospheric gases and prevention of aerosolised suspensions
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(9) Creation and implementation of correct cleaning and sanitising procedures
(10) Special prevention procedures should be used in a productive sector, par-

ticularly sensitive, as that of bottling water. Natural mineral water must be
regarded as a real food (for contributions determined by micro and macro-
elements minerals, some of which are essential for human health), particu-
larly easy for contamination and itself source derivatives of both organic and
inorganic if not sufficiently protected (Gurnari 2002; Zanasi et al. 2013).

The above list may not be exhaustive but covers many of the modern strategies
for the limitation of microbial counts in foods. Unfortunately, each approach or
method may reduce a specified microbial risk but other failures can occur at the
same time. The aim of this book is to give a reliable overview of different strategies
with related advantages and drawbacks.
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Chapter 2
The Reduction of Microbial Spreading:
Little Details, Great Effects

Abstract The eradication or the limitation of microbial contamination into food
industries and dedicated warehouses may be reduced by means of a multidisci-
plinary and integrated management approach. In the ambit of the so-called ‘Hazard
analysis and critical control points’ plan, different instruments and procedures may
be applied with interesting results. The reliable selection of raw ingredients,
including reusable (recycled) waters and packaging materials, has to be perceived
as the first pilaster of a well-designed and implemented HACCP plan. Moreover,
other aspects correlated to the prevention and minimisation of microbial spread into
food production areas have to be considered: the separation between different areas
in the same industry; the problem of cross-contamination between different lines,
including the necessity of limiting aerosolised suspensions; the possible survival
(and transfer) of microscopic life forms via cloths, hands, utensils and food
refrigeration equipment; the creation and implementation of correct cleaning and
sanitising procedures. These aspects of the modern challenge to microbial spreading
and contamination episodes in food industries are briefly discussed in this chapter.

Keywords Aerosol � Biofilm � Protobiofilm � Food business operator � Good
manufacturing practice � HACCP � Microbial spreading � Purified water

2.1 Basic Strategies Against Microbial Spreading in Food
Industries: An Overview

At present, the eradication or the limitation of microbial contamination in food
industries and dedicated warehouses (Sect. 1.5) may be at least reduced by means of
the following techniques and/or procedures (Evans et al. 2004; Scott and Bloom-
field 1990):

(1) Correct selection of raw ingredients and packaging materials;
(2) Separation between different areas;
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(3) Prevention of cross-contamination episodes between different lines dedicated
to the production of dissimilar foods;

(4) Prevention of survival and transfer of microscopic life forms via cloths, hands
and utensils;

(5) Prevention of microbial contamination by food refrigeration equipment;
(6) Use of thermal processing treatments and/or preserving technologies (smok-

ing, salting, etc.);
(7) Use of purified water and modern techniques (sonication, etc.);
(8) Purification of atmospheric gases and prevention of aerosolised suspensions;
(9) Creation and implementation of correct cleaning and sanitising procedures.

This list covers many of the modern strategies for the limitation of microbial
counts in foods. Unfortunately, each approach or method may reduce a specified
microbial risk but other failures can occur at the same time (Sect. 1.5). The aim of
this book is to give a reliable overview of different strategies with related advan-
tages and drawbacks.

2.2 Correct Selection of Raw Ingredients and Packaging
Materials

Basically, the main source of microbial contamination of food products (pathogen
and degrading life forms, viruses, etc.) should be researched in the ambit of the
primary production.

This approach is particularly important when speaking of pathogenic contami-
nation. Because of the remarkable importance of certain microorganisms in con-
nection with peculiar outbreaks such as the recent 2011-Escherichia coli crisis in
Europe (Montanari et al. 2015; Pisanello 2014), the identification of original con-
tamination sources is one of the main pilasters of the ‘hazard analysis and critical
control points’ (HACCP) approach to the problem of food production and distri-
bution. As an example, the detection of Listeria monocytogenes in different foods
(meat products, etc.) may be correlated with environmental samples, including
vegetation, faeces and meat (Fenlon et al. 1996). The same can be easily affirmed
with relation to Campylobacter colonisation in poultry products (Wagenaar et al.
2008) and the recent E. coli O157:H7 outbreaks. With regard to the last microor-
ganism, the use of contaminated water during irrigation, propagation or washing
(Fig. 2.1) has been considered since 1999 (Food and Drug Administration 1999;
Kirby et al. 2003).

Generally, the main environmental sources of microbial contamination are
recognised as follows (Kirby et al. 2003):

• Water intended for primary production facilities (aquaculture, irrigation, etc.);
• Water intended for food processing plants and operations (bottling, cooling,

washing, production of ice, cleaning, sanitisation, etc.);
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• Recycled water;
• Feeding products intended for animal nutrition;
• Contaminated raw ingredients for food production;
• Contaminated food packaging materials and objects;
• Contaminated machinery and related parts;
• Contaminated air (aerosolised suspensions);
• Other causes, including hygienic conditions of factory workers;
• Surface water flow (pattern, drainages, water stagnation, etc.);
• Collection drains/discharges and sewerage);
• Proximity of uncontrolled waste dumps.

The matter of water decontamination is discussed here in detail with other
measures concerning the segregation of different areas and aerosolised suspensions.
Moreover, contamination by raw materials and feeding products should be dis-
cussed in the vast ambit of HACCP strategies (Chap. 4). In addition, the hygiene of
food-contact approved materials for machinery is described in Chap. 3.

In regard to water supplies, normal countermeasures are explained briefly as
follows.

Water treatments are carried out mainly with the aim of protecting consumers
and foods from microbial pathogens and from chemical and physical impurities
(Kirby et al. 2003). Actually, the scope should also comprehend the limitation of
microbial spread from degrading life forms without dangers for human health.
Generally, the treatment of waters for food production (with the exclusion of

Fig. 2.1 The detection of Listeria monocytogenes and other pathogens such as E. coli O157:H7 in
different foods may be correlated with environmental samples, including vegetation and waters.
The use of contaminated water during washing processes has been considered since 1999
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wastewater) concerns the following operations (Kirby et al. 2003; World Health
Organization 1996):

• Coagulation
• Sedimentation
• Filtration
• Other advanced treatments (activated carbon, ion exchange, membrane filtra-

tion, reverse osmosis, etc.)
• Final disinfection (oxidation, ultraviolet light, heating processes, use of caustic

substances, etc.).

According to current HACCP approaches, a sufficient supply of potable water is
strictly required (Kirby et al. 2003; World Health Organization 1996). For this
reason food plants without primary production have to rely on this important
‘ingredient’ (Poretti 1990). Potable water is also present in foods after incorpora-
tion: one of these situations concerns the production of pasta filata cheeses. Ori-
ginal raw materials, cow’s milk curds, are ‘washed’ in hot water, but a certain
amount of water is adsorbed by proteins (Barbieri et al. 2014a). Consequently,
publicly available potable waters are often used in food plants. On the other hand,
food business operators (FBO) without available waters may be forced to reuse or
recycle their water supplies when allowed by HACCP plans. In fact, the use and
reuse of waters in food production and processing steps should be evaluated using
the HACCP approach because of the clear and well-demonstrated connection
between water and food-borne diseases (Kirby et al. 2003). Anyway, recycled or re-
used water should not affect food safety and the general (accepted) quality of
product (Codex Alimentarius Commission 2000). For these reasons, a certain
amount of analytical tests are required with the aim of assuring safety and quality,
depending on risk assessment and HACCP evaluations. Because of the importance
of the final destination (reuse) of water, the frequency of analyses should be
carefully evaluated. In addition, reused water has to be sanitised when intended for
container cooling operations (Kirby et al. 2003).

Particular attention should be given with regard to water decontamination in
food plants. In fact, the complete purification or production of potable water is not
possible in several food production environments. For this reason, FBO can rea-
sonably use only a few selected methods for decontaminating water supplies from
the microbiological viewpoint at least among these systems (Amjad 1993; Casani
et al. 2005; Gupta and Ako 2005; Huang et al. 2008):

• Sedimentation and filtration
• Ion exchange
• Ultraviolet (UV) light
• Reverse osmosis
• Membrane filtration
• Lime treatment
• Flocculation with selected aid such as guar gums (with relation to chemical

purification)
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• Complete disinfection (oxidising chemicals, UV light, caustic chemicals, heat-
ing processes, etc.)

• Innovative systems (Gurnari 2006): electrolysed water, ozonisation, synergic
ozonisation and ultraviolet light (O3–UV) treatment, hydrogen peroxide and
silver ions, etc. (Fig. 2.2).

Other methods may be the use of selected antimicrobials in waters: chitin,
chitosan and their derivatives such as hydroxypropyl chitosan have been already
proposed (Kamble et al. 2007; Onsosyen and Skaugrud 1990; Shahidi et al. 1999;
Xie et al. 2002) for the purification of water (removal of metallic cations, pesticides,
polychlorobiphenyls and phenols and dyes) and the observed antibacterial activity.
However, the full application of these chemicals for water supplies in the industrial
field should be evaluated in the future because of economic implications and
technological difficulties.

At present, physical and chemical methods appear the most used technologies
for the prevention of water contamination (and recontamination) in food plants.
However, it should be noted that the preferential direction seems to favour synergic
systems: the ‘oxidising chemicals/UV light/heating process’ combination and other
systems appear as good choices in big and medium-sized industries. On the other
hand, little plants seem to prefer one single apparatus instead of synergic

Fig. 2.2 Water decontamination in food plants has to be considered as one of the main pilasters of
food safety. The complete purification or production of potable water is not possible in several
food production environments. For this reason, food business operators can reasonably use only a
few selected methods for decontaminating water supplies from the microbiological viewpoint. One
of these strategies is the use of innovative systems such as hydrogen peroxide and silver ion
generators
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disinfection methods, with the possible addition of chlorinated water at some points
in processes. With regard to these industries, the best strategy is always correlated
to the microbial (or chemical) risk on the one hand, and the necessity of minimising
water consumption and wastewater discharge rates (Gil et al. 2009). The reduction
of wastewater rates is generally dependent on the employed disinfection technique
(Gil et al. 2009; Ölmez and Kretzschmar 2009). On the other hand, the best dis-
infection technique should be defined on the basis of the following factors (Gil et al.
2009):

(a) Chemical contents
(b) Water consumption
(c) Water use (example: washing)
(d) The desired result in terms of quantitative reduction (log units) of microbial

counts and qualitative eradication of targeted bacteria (E. coli and F-specific
coliphage MS2, Salmonella spp., L. monocytogenes, Pseudomonas fluores-
cens, Enterobacteriaceae, Aeromonas spp., Hepatitis A, natural microflora,
etc.)

(e) Diffusion of supplied water along the process flowchart
(f) The final food product
(g) Water supply system and its source (Spica et al. 2012).

2.3 Segregation of Raw Materials

According to HACCP principles and the most recent quality standards (Barbieri
et al. 2014b; Materia et al. 2009; Parisi 2002; Parisi et al. 2009a, b, c; Stilo et al.
2009), the microbial risk of food contamination by different raw ingredients and
materials may be managed and limited by means of segregation procedures. In
detail, the delimitation of food plants, warehouses and retail spaces into high/low-
risk areas (or clean/dirty areas) may be very useful (Bratt 2010) when speaking of
the eradication or limitation of the following phenomena (Sect. 2.1):

• Cross-contamination of raw ingredients for food production;
• Cross-contamination of packaging materials and objects contacts;
• Cross-contamination of processing machinery and related parts;
• Air contamination (aerosolised suspensions);
• Contact time and exposure time;
• Micro-climatic conditions.

Substantially, the separation of different rooms or warehouses should be decided
depending on the material typology (raw ingredient for food production; raw
material for packaging processes; etc.) and the subdivision between different
materials into the same typology (examples: chilled storage; 20–25 °C—storage;
dry environments, etc.). Clearly, every decision depends mainly on the risk
assessment of all possible dangers.
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The subdivision of food plants and warehouses in different areas influences the
quality and safety of raw and ready-to-eat foods. In detail, good manufacturing
practices (GMP) should at least concern the following factors (Santana et al. 2009):

(a) Suitable storage, in terms of the definition and practical implementation of
times, temperature, handling and protection for raw ingredients (including
additives) with some effect on the quality and safety of the final product(s).
This point should also include the separated storage by the type or group, with
the use of non-wooden pallets or treated wooden packaging materials such as
heat-treated or fumigated objects with methyl bromide (Dwinell 2004; Shahidi
2011; Woodroffe 2010);

(b) Suitable storage of time, temperature, handling and protection against envi-
ronmental agents (dust, foreign bodies, UV light, heating, excessive humidity,
etc.) for packaging materials;

(c) Suitable storage for food-contact materials and objects with regard to food
processing machinery (examples: plastic moulds, pliable metallic plates, etc.);

(d) Linear flow of food processing in one direction only, with the aim of avoiding
cross-contamination episode between different working lines and related food
intermediates;

(e) Suitable storage of hazardous substances for cleaning, sanitising substances
and pest control compounds (insecticides, acaricides, etc.);

(f) Suitable and separated storage for food allergens and genetically modified
organisms (GMO) foods (Hino 2002; Van der Vorst 2006). Additionally,
adequate labelling measures are strictly needed in food industries when
speaking of food commodities without clear allergenic or GMO identification
(Hino 2002; Trienekens and Zuurbier 2008);

(g) Exposure to electromagnetic fields (or ionisation generator).

When speaking of unpackaged (unprotected) food commodities, the subdivision
in different areas such as ‘high risk’ and ‘high care’ zones (Voltmer 2012) should
also be based on the assessed risk. As an example, significant Listeria-food safety
risks can justify the localisation of a detailed high risk or high care zone (Voltmer
2012). Anyway, the ‘high risk’ zone concerns only areas where processed (food)
products are unpackaged and/or is still open after a treatment which eradicates or
reduces significantly the risk. On the other hand, ‘high care’ zones concern only
areas where (food) products need protecting in order to avoid further contamination
after a treatment which does not eliminate completely the risk (Voltmer 2012). The
correct decision has to be taken on the basis of a ‘production zone decision tree’
(BRC 2012). In addition, ‘low risk’ areas concern zones at room temperature where
stored foods are not considered significant ‘culture media’ for the proliferation of
pathogens (BRC 2012).
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2.4 Segregation of Packaging Materials and Equipments

Food contamination may also occur via food packaging materials and objects. The
nature of ‘passive microbial contamination’ vehicles is known in the scientific
literature when speaking of food containers and correlated parts (Brunazzi et al.
2014; Parisi 2012, 2013). However, the problem of microbial spreading in foods
may include each potential food-contact surface and material in food plants,
warehouses and retail structures. For example, the diffusion of Listeria spp. has
been extensively studied in different environments where the presence of non-edible
surfaces is the common point (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2011;
Gandhi and Chikindas 2007; Tompkin et al. 1999; Tompkin 2002).

For these reasons, food packaging materials and objects should be adequately
stored in separated warehouses, according to the most recent quality standards
(Parisi et al. 2009b, c). Adequate sealing and/or protecting procedures for the
storage of ‘in-use’ food-contact materials and objects should be established and
fully implemented. In fact, the possible occurrence of peculiar biofilms (microbial
agglomerations on plastic polymers or metallic surfaces) cannot be excluded before
production. Cleaning and sanitising methods should be sure enough with relation to
this risk. On the other hand, the possible occurrence of the formation of proto-
biofilm agglomerations during certain cheese productions has highlighted the
capability of survival of certain microbial species even under drastic thermal
conditions. As a consequence, non-edible food-contact surfaces should be consid-
ered as potential vehicles of microbial contamination in different environments
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 2011).

2.5 Aerosolised Spreading

Another source of cross-contamination between different raw materials, ingredients,
working lines and products is always connected with the so-called ‘aerosolised’
matter. Briefly, every food plant is a sort of ‘microcosm’. A number of possible
matter transfers can occur at the same time into the same room or between two
different (and far) areas, depending on the following factors (Burfoot 2005):

(a) The rate of generation of airborne particles;
(b) Particle dimensions and related speed;
(c) The direction of air flows in a single room;
(d) Exposure areas of food-contact surfaces (including walls and ceilings) and

unpackaged/intermediate foods in high care areas;
(e) The peculiar flow of food processing (one direction only should be preferable);
(f) The number of concomitant food processes;
(g) The number of moving machinery parts, including hand trucks, different

carriages, fork lifts, etc.;
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(h) The number of working operators (blue workers should be always considered
as potential contamination vehicles);

(i) The correct procedure for washing in food processing plants (the higher the
amount of sprayable water, the higher the potential formation of aerosolised
suspensions with or without living microorganisms);

(j) The correct disinfection of cleaning systems;
(k) The air-handling system, natural or forced, the numbers of air diffusors; the

speed of threads, the dehumidification/humidification capacity; the source of
the air treatment in place;

(l) The maintenance of the filtration system.

In general, aerosols can also occur in closed areas such as chillers and other
warehouses. Should this be the situation, the problem could appear simpler because
of the ‘staticity’ of microbial colonies in restricted spaces. Unfortunately, several
failures seem to be correlated or originated into restricted zones (Materia et al.
2009), even at low temperature (2 ± 2 °C).

With regard to cleaning tools and their management, it has been recently
reported that high-pressure washdown systems may be the cause of aerosolised
suspensions with consequent problems of cross-contamination (Parisi et al. 2009b).
The same situation may also occur when manual cleaning instruments are not
controlled and sanitised (Parisi et al. 2009c). For these reasons, forced ventilation
and/or other strategies are needed if a remarkable number of viable particles are
detected in food plants (Burfoot 2005). Otherwise, excessive aerosolised suspen-
sions may cause the formation of durable biofilms (Salmonella spp., etc.) on food-
contact materials and objects in food plants and small rooms such as kitchens
(Chmielewski and Frank 2003; Humphrey et al. 1994).

The use of similar techniques in food plants such as dairy industries may be very
useful (Gibson et al. 1999). However, several authors recommend considering
cautiously collected results ‘on ground’ in certain situations, depending on the used
instruments (Kang and Frank 1990).

In conclusion, the management of the above-discussed factors can be helpful. On
the other hand, the prevention of air contamination should be efficacy obtained
when forced ventilation systems are used and regularly inspected with the aim of
preventing malfunctions and/or possible (and sudden) formation of aerosolised
suspensions at some point in flow processes.

Finally, the proper maintenance of the sensors and control units inside the gov-
erned climate, especially in confined areas, has to be considered (Brera et al. 2013).
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Chapter 3
Hygiene of Food-Contact Approved
Materials for Machinery

Abstract Food contamination may occur via different channels, including food
containers and food-contact approved packaging materials. Substantially, the
problem of microbial spreading in foods may include each potential food-contact
surface in the food chain. One of the most known and studied causes of microbial
contamination is the formation of microbial agglomerations on food-contact sur-
faces or biofilms. For this reason, storage and sealing procedures have the same
importance of cleaning and sanitising methods, on the basis of adequate Hazard
Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) studies. Recently, the possible for-
mation of protobiofilm agglomerations during certain cheese productions has been
discussed. Another problem is the possible occurrence of aerosolised suspensions in
food production areas, including chillers and warehouses, and dimensionally lim-
ited and environmentally insulated areas such as supermarkets, hypermarkets and
shopping centres. Finally, the importance of hygienic design (food processing
equipment, production areas, etc.) should be always highlighted. These arguments
are briefly discussed in this chapter on the basis of the correlated importance in the
HACCP ambit.

Keywords CIP system � Cleaning � Food contamination � Good manufacturing
practice � HACCP � Sanitisation

3.1 Food-Contact Materials and Machinery: An Overview

In general, food contamination may occur via different channels, including food
packaging materials and objects (Brunazzi et al. 2014; Parisi 2012, 2013). This
statement is particularly true when speaking of microbial contamination: the nature
of ‘passive microbial contamination’ vehicles is known in the scientific literature
when speaking of food containers and correlated parts (Caruso and Parisi 2013;
Italian Institute of Packaging 2013; Parisi 2011; Caruso and Parisi 2013; Parisi et al.
2009a, b, c). However, the problem of microbial spreading in foods may include
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each potential food-contact surface and material in food plants, warehouses and
retail structures (Faille et al. 2002; Gounadaki et al. 2008; Grob et al. 2006; Jun
et al. 2010).

Most recent quality standards––two examples are the Global Standard for Food
Safety, issue 6, and the International Featured Standard Food, version 6––require
that food packaging materials and objects are adequately stored in separated
warehouses. Actually, this requirement was already considered several years ago
with other possible measures against microbial contamination (Stilo et al. 2009).

With reference to the microbiological risk in food production and packaging
plants, the possible occurrence of peculiar biofilms (microbial agglomerations on
plastic or metallic surfaces) cannot be excluded. As a consequence, storage and
sealing procedures for food-contact surfaces have the same importance of cleaning
and sanitising methods, on the basis of adequate Hazard Analysis and Critical
Control Point (HACCP) studies and the correlated risk assessment (Parisi 2002).
From the hygienic viewpoint, another possible emergency may be correlated to the
possible formation of protobiofilm agglomerations during certain productions. With
regard to cheeses, the capability of survival of certain microbial species even under
drastic thermal conditions has been recently studied (Parisi 2002, 2010; Parisi et al.
2009a, b, c). Non-edible food-contact surfaces should be considered as potential
vehicles of microbial contamination in different environments (Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention 2011).

Finally, the problem of aerosolised suspensions in food companies, warehouses
and other locations where foods may be distributed should be discussed. Many
factors may have their own ‘weight’ when speaking of biologic and chemical
aerosols in dimensionally limited and environmentally insulated areas such as
supermarkets, hypermarkets (Barrabeig et al. 2010; Wierzbicka et al. 2009) and
shopping centres (Lee et al. 2012; Nunes et al. 2005), including also

• Exposure areas of food-contact surfaces (including walls and ceilings) and
unpackaged/intermediate foods in high care areas;

• The peculiar flow of food processing (one direction only should be preferable);
• The number of moving machinery parts, including hand trucks, different car-

riages, fork lifts, etc.;
• The number of working operators (blue workers should be always considered as

moving food-contact surfaces);
• The correct procedure of washing in food processing plants (the higher the

amount of sprayable water, the higher the potential formation of aerosolised
suspensions with or without living microorganisms).

Because of the variety of possible arguments about the connection (cause and
effect) between food-contact surfaces and microbial spreading in food products, a
few factors have been discussed here on the basis of the correlated importance in
the HACCP ambit (Mantovani et al. 2012).
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3.2 Chemical Features of Suitable Food-Contact Surfaces

Basically, food-contact surfaces––plastics, paper and board materials, rubber,
metals, etc.––are a thorny argument because of the wide spectrum of possible uses.
It can be affirmed that two categories of food-contact applications are considered in
the ambit of food safety and hygiene:

(a) Approved materials for preserving and packaging foods and food intermedi-
ates: containers and correlated parts;

(b) Approved materials used in processing equipment or machinery. This group
includes removable moulds and containers for temporary transport within food
processing/packaging industries.

Based on the regulatory viewpoint, the European Union (EU) approach should
be considered as a useful example (Montanari et al. 2015; Pisanello 2014): the
matter is generally regulated by the Framework Regulation (EC) No 1935/2004
(European Parliament and Council 2004), with the exclusion of fixed public or
private water supply equipment. In addition, these materials have to be manufac-
tured in compliance with the so-called ‘Good Manufacturing Practice’ for materials
and articles intended to come in contact with foods, in accordance with the Reg.
(EC) No 2023/2006 (European Commission 2006). Specific classes of food-contact
materials are ruled in the European Union (EU) by other regulatory documents––
plastics, regenerated cellulose films, ceramics, and recycled plastics, ‘smart’ (active
and intelligent) materials (Parisi 2009; Pisanello 2014).

Interestingly, the Reg. (EC) No 2023/2006 has introduced new concepts
(European Commission 2006) with regard to the definition of food-contact materials
(Art. 3):

(1) ‘Good manufacturing practice’ (GMP). This point concerns the importance of
quality assurance of materials without dangerous effects on human health and
the ability of modifying the composition or causing a deterioration of foods in
an unacceptable way.

(2) ‘Quality assurance system’. The Reg. (EC) No 2023/2006 requires that GMP
cannot exist without a fully implemented management system which can give
evidence of the compliance of food packaging materials with the existing
legislation. The ‘intended use’ of these articles is explicitly cited.

(3) ‘Quality control system’. This system is absolutely needed when speaking of
efficient quality management or assurance services.

(4) ‘Non-food-contact side’. This definition concerns the surface of the material or
article that is not directly in contact with food. It should be noted that the
existence of a non-food-contact is correlated to the intended use(s) of food
packaging materials when a peculiar compound has two different sides.

(5) ‘Food-contact side’. Differently from the previous point, this definition con-
cerns explicitly the intended and permanent or temporary contact between the
surface of a material or article and foods.
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Existing European legislations aim to avoid explicitly the chemical migration of
peculiar and undesired (or dangerous) substances from food packaging materials to
foods. On the other side, the chemical composition of these materials may offer
other contamination possibilities, including microbial contamination. For this rea-
son, a brief classification of the most known and used food-contact materials for
industrial applications would be useful. Because of the basic aim of this book, the
discussion is limited to food-contact materials for processing equipments and
machinery (Fig. 3.1), with the complete exclusion of food containers (Italian
Institute of Packaging 2013).

At present, the basic components for the construction and realisation of the
approved food-contact processing equipment are listed as follows (Lewan and
Partington 2014; Muncke 2014; Parisi 2012; Singh 2011):

(1) Plastic materials: high-density polyethylene, polypropylene, polyamide
(nylon), unplasticised polyvinylchloride, melamine-formaldehyde resins,
polycarbonate, acetal copolymer, chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (Fig. 3.2),
polyethylene terephthalate, etc.;

(2) Elastomers: rubbers such as ethylene-propylene terpolymers, nitrile and
acrylonitrile-butadiene materials, silicon rubbers, fluoroelastomers;

(3) Metal supports: stainless steel (Fig. 3.2), ‘inconel’ (a nickel-chromium alloy),
mild steel/iron (for dry ingredients and syrups), titanium;

Fig. 3.1 The chemical composition of food-contact materials may offer several contamination
possibilities, including microbial contamination. Basically, food-contact surfaces are correlated to
containers and objects for processing equipments such as washing machinery for fresh vegetables
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(4) Additional supports for food-contact surfaces: fasteners, adhesives (for keeping
gaskets), etc.;

(5) Additional materials for non-food-contact surfaces: food-grade lubricants,
caulking compounds such as silicone;

(6) Glass, fibre glass, crystal;
(7) Ceramics, pottery, porcelain, glazed lithoid.

Several remarks may be made with reference to the above-mentioned materials.
In regard to stainless steels, types AISI 304 and 316 are the most preferable choices,
including low-carbon versions. Another important note concerns the use of poly-
tetrafluoroethylene because of its porosity; in addition, this polymer is not easily
cleanable and should not be recommended for permanently tight seals and aseptic
packaging systems (Lewan and Partington 2014).

As regards elastomers, it should be remembered that ethylene-propylene ter-
polymers are not suitable for the production of foods containing oils or fat mole-
cules. These materials are not oil and fat resistant (Lewan and Partington 2014). On
the other hand, silicon rubbers and fluoroelastomers are considered resistant for
high-temperature processes (Lewan and Partington 2014).

Generally, these materials are used for the production of equipment such as
(Sousa et al. 2014; Muncke 2014):

• Children’s tableware;
• Complex packaging machines (e.g.: thermosealing systems for under-vacuum

plastic bags);

Fig. 3.2 Corrosion damages on different materials for food processing systems. Stainless steel is
widely used; on the other hand, corrosion processes can be notably reduced by means of plastic
materials such as chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (C-PVC)
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• Conveyor belts;
• Cutting (chopping) boards;
• Fermenters (also called bioreactors);
• Evaporators;
• Electric insect traps;
• General cookware (cooking and serving spoons, etc.);
• Heat exchangers (Fig. 3.3);
• Knives;
• In-plant trucks (stainless steel, galvanised metal if regularly inspected and

re-galvanised when necessary);
• Latex single-use gloves;
• Magnetic traps;
• Metallic trays;
• Ovens;
• Plastic cases;
• Plastic baskets;
• Plastic covers;
• Packaging tanks
• Plastic trays;
• Pumps, valves, centrifuges;

Fig. 3.3 Heat exchangers for industrial applications are composed of heat transfer parts and fluid
distribution elements (Shah and Sekulic 2003). Generally, used materials include stainless steel
and plastic compounds. These items can be a source of chemical contamination; microbiological
contamination is also possible. In addition, the occurrence of similar pieces in food products is
defined as physical contamination
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• Refillable water bottles;
• Removable aluminium coils and foils;
• Rubber gaskets, hoses and caps;
• Screens and filters;
• Smokehouses;
• Stainless steel sorting and packaging tables;
• Stainless skinning machines;
• Spray dyers.

All the above items can be sources of chemical contamination (Muncke 2014);
microbiological contamination is also possible. In addition, the occurrence of
similar pieces in food products is defined as physical contamination: non-destruc-
tive controls have to be considered (Fig. 3.4). For the first reason, similar materials
are included in the EU and the United States of America (USA) regulatory dis-
positions (Muncke 2014). Interestingly, basic features of ‘clean-in-place’––also
called CIP––systems depend on the type of food-contact materials to be cleaned and
sanitised. For this reason, a basic but reliable guideline about the main features of
food-contact materials may be defined on these bases. Because of the necessity for
cleaning and sanitising each food-contact surface for food processing application, it
may be inferred (Chisti 1999; Singh 2011) that:

(a) Products’ contact surfaces should be durable, non-porous, non-adsorbent and
nontoxic, easily accessible for cleaning and inspections;

(b) These items should be designed with the aim of avoiding microbial accu-
mulation and the consequent growth.

Fig. 3.4 Examples of detection of foreign bodies in food products by means of non-destructive
systems
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The problem of microbial hazards is directly connected with the above-mentioned
features.

On the other hand, the following materials are not suitable or recommended for
food-contact applications (Lewan and Partington 2014; Stanfield 2003):

• Cadmium, antimony, lead (except for a maximum amount of 5 %), aluminium
(it is not suitable for corrosive products such as moist and liquid applications);

• Enamelware, porcelain;
• Wooden materials;
• Glassware;
• Copper, bronze, brass (the last material may be used in potable water systems

and direct contact with brine except for recirculated brine or other solutions);
• Leather and fabric.

3.3 Microbial Biofilms on Approved Food-Contact Surfaces

Currently, much data and research are available for evaluation of microbial accu-
mulations on food-contact surfaces. The available studies are on food-contact
packaging materials and objects for packaging and processing purposes (Caruso
and Parisi 2013; Parisi et al. 2009a, b, c). However, the main problem in food plants
is the reliable and prompt localisation of microbial contamination sources. Thus, it
can be assumed that microbial accumulation should be investigated on food-contact
equipment and machinery with special attention.

According to several researchers, the efficacy of sanitising procedures seems be
reduced or limited by biofilms (Gil et al. 2009). In general, the term ‘biofilm’ is
used for communities of microorganisms, different from planktonic cells, which are
strongly attached to a surface (Mah and O’Toole 2001). This peculiar attitude is
considered one of the main causes for sanitising failures on food-contact surfaces in
food industries because of the placement of these microorganisms onto inaccessible
surfaces of irregular shape, including cut surfaces and cracks (Burnett et al. 2000;
Gil et al. 2009; Ölmez and Kretzschmar 2009; Parish et al. 2003; Takeuchi and
Frank 2000).

Interestingly, the formation of biofilms on food-contact surfaces is not similar to
chaotic and randomised accumulations of single or mixed microbial species. On the
contrary, recent researches have highlighted that the final ‘biofilm’ should be
considered as one of the main steps in a biological lifecycle (initiation, maturation,
maintenance, development and dissolution) after initial development in response to
the bioavailability of nutrient substances (Gil et al. 2009). As a result, the formation
of stable and multiple microbial accumulations on food-contact surfaces for food
processing applications should be predictable and probable in certain environments.
This reflection is true even when cleaning and sanitising procedures are carefully
designed, continually implemented and regularly re-evaluated. Many factors may
potentially influence the metastable food environment of food plants (Parisi 2002),
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from the probable diversification of raw materials (edible ingredients) to the
modification of seasonal parameters (relative humidity, sunlight, temperature, etc.).

Should a single or mixed microbial accumulation be able to strongly adhere on a
surface with adequate nutrient bioavailability and other favourable conditions, one
of the next steps would be presumably the synthesis of large amounts of exo-
polysaccharides with protection functions (O’Toole et al. 2000). Interestingly,
biocide resistance has been observed for different biofilms: this behaviour has been
often reported to be mainly dependent on the quantity of synthesized exopolysac-
charides (Boyd and Chakrabarty 1995; Gacesa 1998). With regard to a simple
Pseudomonas aeruginosa biofilm, one of the studied structures appears as a sort of
mushroom-shaped three-dimensional network surrounded by an extracellular
polysaccharide layer. On the other hand, different multiple populations might form
different structures, but the presence of protective hydrated polysaccharide matrices
appears often observed (Sutherland 2001). Exopolysaccharide layers may contrib-
ute directly to many specific properties of biofilms such as: aqueous absorption,
mechanical stability, formation of rigid gel structures, prevention of lethal desic-
cation against diurnal variations inside matrices by means of the highly hydrated
and external layer, rooting, etc. (Sutherland 2001).

From the microbiological viewpoint, the presence of Gram-negative bacteria––
P. aeruginosa, P. fluorescens, Escherichia coli, Vibrio cholera––is important in
food industries because of their reducing role and the probable prevalence in foods
with adequate (negative) redox potentials (Delia et al. 2005). On the other hand,
Gram-positive bacteria are also able to form stable and remarkable biofilm accu-
mulations: useful examples in food environments include Staphylococcus epide-
rmidis, S. aureus, Enterococcus spp., etc. (Abee et al. 2011; Sharma and Anand
2002; Yazdankhah et al. 2006).

In many of these cases the proximity or contact with electric or electromagnetic
fields causes an increase in defence, both in unicellular and multicellular organisms,
favoring rapid evolutionary processes (as the most rapid absorption of phosphorus).

3.4 Eradication of Microbial Biofilms

Substantially, the eradication of microbial contamination by biofilms should be
obtained with the improvement in cleaning and sanitising procedures. This reflec-
tion is always repeated when speaking of HACCP strategies. For example, practical
guidelines for preventing food recontamination by Listeria monocytogenes should
include regular controls on food-contact surfaces with the aim of avoiding the
establishment and growth of this dangerous microorganism in small and inacces-
sible niches (Tompkin et al. 1999). The disassemblement of food processing and
packaging plants should be recommended. In addition, every possible and visible
damage (including stains or toning) on machinery and other equipment should be
monitored and repaired or replaced as soon as possible (Tompkin et al. 1999).
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The importance of hygienic design should be highlighted: the use of machines
and/or separated parts that are difficult to clean and sanitise is not recommended.
One of the most known and debated situations is surely conveyor belts because of
their particular function in food processing plants, their peculiar shape and the
(possible) proximity to the floor. Conveyor belts may be sources of pathogens and
degrading microorganisms (Chmielewski and Frank 2003; Lundén et al. 2002;
Tompkin 2002; Tompkin et al. 1999). Other examples are contaminated racks:
adequate heat treatments such as sterilisation are recommended for sanitation
purposes (Fu et al. 1995; Himelbloom et al. 2007; Jacob 1989).

With regard to cleaning and sanitising procedures, it has to be considered that
adequate protocols depend on the particular type or types of microorganisms. For
example, the use of quaternary ammonium compounds as sanitising agents has been
found effective against L. monocytogenes; in addition, the recontamination on
sanitised food surfaces appear inhibited because of a residual germicide power
(Lundén et al. 2002). At the same time, Listeria biofilms may be contrasted with
liquid solutions containing peracetic and peroctanoic acids (Lundén et al. 2002). On
the other hand, similar systems may fail in several situations. For instance, it has
been recently reported that the concomitant use of sodium dichloroisocyanurate,
peracetic acid and hydrogen peroxide may not be efficient on S. aureus biofilms
(supports: glass and stainless steel), in spite of the notable performance of peracetic
acid and hydrogen peroxide (Marques et al. 2007). In addition, the combined use of
acidic electrolysed water and sodium hypochlorite (NaOCl) solution may be con-
sidered effective compared with traditional NaOCl solution with regard to S. aureus
and E. coli contamination (Issa-Zacharia et al. 2010). In fact, biofilm––S. aureus
populations are reported to be more tolerant than other undesired bacteria such as
E. coli and Salmonella enteritidis in certain conditions, when NaOCl is used, while
other solutions (alkyldiaminoethyl glycine hydrochloride, benzalkonium chloride
polyhexamethylene biguanide, etc.) are used (Ueda and Kuwabara 2007).

Moreover, the location of possible contamination and harbour sites for biofilms
is always important. In general, dangerous bacteria such as L. monocytogenes may
be found on the surface of general equipment and on other materials, including
(Tompkin et al. 1999):

• Damaged (cracked) walls
• Ceilings
• Catwalks
• Floors
• Trolleys
• Forklifts
• Cleaning tools (sponges, floor scrubbers, etc.)
• Conveyor belts, especially in those made of porous or fibrous materials the final

sanitisation may be very helpful (Fig. 3.5)
• Hollow rollers for conveyors
• Trash cans
• Motor housings
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• Ice makers
• Damaged (cracked) hoses
• Condensate drip pans
• Coolers
• Spiral freezers
• Fan devices
• Hydraulic pumps
• Heat pumps/exchangers
• Vacuum pumps.

With regard to other agents such as Salmonella spp. and other spoilage bacteria,
the sanitisation of structures such as dry milling and processing environments for
flour and dry mixtures is highly recommended (International Commission on
Microbiological Specifications for Foods 2011). On the other hand, S. aureus may
pose additional problems as one of the possibilities (Giordano et al. 2012; Nema et al.
2007) of different causes including food workers and handlers in food industries.

3.5 Unexpected Complications: Protobiofilms

The correct management of cleaning and sanitising procedures may allow food
technologists and production managers to reduce microbial contamination episodes
in food products and environments. For example, clean-in-place systems are

Fig. 3.5 Conveyor belts may be easily contaminated by microorganisms, especially when porous
or fibrous materials have been used in their construction. The final sanitisation may be very helpful
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extensively used and are well known as one of the most powerful instruments
against the residual presence of pathogen and spoilage microorganisms on food-
contact surfaces.

However, the punctual and precise localisation of microbial agglomerations, also
called biofilms, on non-edible surfaces such as plastic or metallic supports for food
processing applications remains one of the most difficult challenges in the modern
industry, in spite of recent results (Bénézech et al. 2002). For example, the for-
mation of biofilms in beer processing plants may remain ‘hidden’ if initial
agglomerates are localised on ‘dead’ machinery areas such as screws: these zones
may not be directly exposed to cleaning procedures.

Other recent studies have also revealed the possible production of microbial
aggregations in food processing plants during production. In particular, the exis-
tence of small but persistent amount of living colonies––coliform bacteria––on
polytetrafluoroethylene surfaces during the production of pasta filata cheeses has
been investigated in function of processing times (Parisi 2010). The obtained results
highlight the role of these coliform bacteria during high-temperature ‘washing’
treatment of cow milk curds. In detail, coliform counts appear to slightly increase
during production in spite of the well-known sensibility of these microorganisms to
temperatures ≥55–60 °C. As a consequence, the hypothesis of possible microbial
agglomerations has been proposed in ‘hidden’ sections of cheese processing plants:
these ‘protobiofilm’ structures should be able to survive (Parisi 2010) because of
the thermal protection of fatty molecules after phase separation from hot-washed
cow milk curds (water temperature: 80 °C).

This research is not correlated with the general problem of biofilms. In fact, the
possible agglomeration of coliform bacteria in small but enduring and living proto-
biofilmmatrices should be favoured by the persistent accumulation of fatty molecules
into ‘dead’ zones of food processing plants. In addition, there is no evidence of
exopolysaccharides structure or similar networks (Parisi 2010). However, the cited
study shows the importance of the design in the construction of food machinery. In
this situation, proposed protobiofilms (during food processing) and biofilms (after
cleaning and sanitising procedures) should be substantially located in the same place.
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Chapter 4
The Hygienic Prevention of Food
Contamination: The Role of Technology

Abstract The problem of microbial contamination in foods is strictly correlated
with the regulatory norms and hygiene obligations. For this and other important
reasons, the attention of researchers is correlated with the study of food-borne
diseases (from the medical viewpoint) and the control of food-borne pathogens in
the food production and manipulation environment. The introduction of useful
microbiological criteria is surely needed. This effort must include the establishment
and the practical implementation of reliable sampling plans, the definition of food
lots or batches and correlated guidelines for public and private laboratories. On
these bases, the management of food-borne pathogens and spoilage microorganisms
is possible, on condition that a sufficient number of observations are available and
carefully studied. The use of mathematical predictive models and derived software
programs may be also useful in the ambit of risk assessment and HACCP studies.
This chapter is dedicated to a simplified description of the basic strategies for the
eradication of microbial contamination in food production environments: thermal
treatments; chemical systems; and non-thermal treatments.

Keywords Cleaning � Critical control point � Disinfection � Good manufacturing
practice � HACCP � Pasteurisation � Standard operating procedure � Sterilisation �
Thermal treatment

4.1 Microbial Contamination in Food Industries
and Correlated Countermeasures: An Overview

The problem of microbial contamination in foods is strictly correlated with the
regulatory norms and hygiene obligations worldwide (Montanari et al. 2015; Pisa-
nello 2014; Stilo et al. 2009). For this and other important reasons, including the
management of food crises in the food chain, the so-called ‘microbial risk’ is the best
known and investigated topic in food technology. At present, the number of sci-
entific works with some correlation to food safety and microbial outbreaks is
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remarkable. The attention of researchers is correlated with the study of food-borne
diseases (from the medical viewpoint) and the control of food-borne pathogens
(Forsythe 2013) in the food production and manipulation environment.

From the viewpoint of food technologists and medical researchers, the intro-
duction of useful microbiological criteria is surely needed. This effort must include
the establishment and the practical implementation of reliable sampling plans, the
definition of food ‘lots’ or ‘batches’ and correlated guidelines for public and private
laboratories (Forsythe 2013). On these bases, the management of food-borne
pathogens and spoilage microorganisms is possible, on condition that a sufficient
number of observations are available and carefully studied. In fact, the in vitro
behaviour of many life forms may differ from the real behaviour in complex sys-
tems such as food matrices (meats, milk, vegetables, processed foods, etc.). The
study and the practical prediction of certain bacteria by means of mathematical
predictive models and derived software programs––the UK Food MicroModel, the
Pathogen Modeling Program, the Sym’previus, the Seafood Spoilage and Safety
Predictor, etc.––can give different results in comparison with experimental data
(McMeekin et al. 2006; Wilson et al. 2002). These ‘fail-safe’ discrepancies often
concern differences between observed and real growth of a specified microorganism
in a food matrix (Wilson et al. 2002).

The management of microbial hazards cannot be fully implemented without
solid bases. Reliable hygiene production practices have to be decided and realised,
including (Forsythe 2013):

(a) Personal hygiene and training sessions for food operators (the importance of
food-transmitted microorganisms by handlers in the food chain has to be
highlighted);

(b) Cleaning and sanitising procedures;
(c) Choice of the ‘right’ detergent in cleaning operations;
(d) Choice of the ‘right’ disinfectant in sanitising operations;
(e) Assessment and inspection (on a regular basis) of the efficacy of cleaning and

sanitising procedures;
(f) Introduction of the high control gate between the external areas (dirty) and

inside (clean).

Subsequently, the general Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points’ (HACCP)
approach has to be considered (Bas et al. 2006; Forsythe 2013; Santana et al. 2009).
This apparently complex strategy requires that adequate ‘prerequisite programs’ are
implemented in food production, packaging and distribution plants (Bas et al. 2006;
Yavari et al. 2014):

• Good manufacturing practices (GMP);
• Standard operating procedures (SOP);
• Hygiene production practices;
• Adequate food processing and packaging equipments, from the viewpoint of

sanitisation (proper hygienic design);
• Reliable and regular inspection and maintenance of food machinery;
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• Adequate procedures and recorded data with regard to supplier selection;
• Reliable procedures for the control of cross-contamination episodes;
• Adequate and up-to-date procedures for storage of raw materials and needed

devices.

On these bases, the seven HACCP principles can be considered with the aim of
establishing the correct management plan regarding different food safety (chemical,
microbiological, physical) risks (Forsythe 2013; Mukundan 2005):

(1) Hazard analysis
(2) Definition of Critical Control Points (CCP)
(3) Definition of critical limits regarding every CCP
(4) CCP monitoring action
(5) Establishment and implementation of corrective actions
(6) Evaluation of results from corrective actions
(7) Reliable record of HACCP data and analyses
(8) Periodic updates that take account of the achievements and innovation in the

industry of chemicals for disinfection and sanitisation.

As a result, the microbiological risk––a food hygiene matter––can be evaluated
in the HACCP scope. Generally, this hazard is strictly connected with outbreaks of
microbial origins and examples of chemical contamination of microbial origin
(Andreis and Ottaviani 2002; Bonadonna et al. 2004; Hardy 1999; Mortlock et al.
1999; Oteri and Ekanem 1989). The management of microbial risk is required due
to two main reasons:

(a) Produced foods have to be safe for human consumption. As a consequence,
the microbial population with negative effects on human health and/or food
features has to be eradicated or reduced (Gram et al. 2002; Monk et al. 1995).
However, the growth of microbial populations with clear and positive effects
on human health and product features should be promoted (Bergamini et al.
2005; Granato et al. 2010; Salminen et al. 1998)

(b) Foods also have to be safe on the legal ground in regard to regulatory pro-
tocols and supporting documents on food safety and microbial contamination.
With regard to this economic area only, the Commission Regulation (EC) No
2073/2005 and subsequent amendment concern microbiological criteria in
foodstuffs (Montanari et al. 2015; Pisanello 2014).

Because of the remarkable number of food rejections and notification procedures
in the EU for microbial causes, the problem of food safety has been often con-
sidered from the point of view of medical hygienists. On the other hand, the role of
technological procedures in food industries should be carefully studied. This
chapter is dedicated to the simplified description of basic strategies for the eradi-
cation of microbial contamination in food production environments. In detail, the
following sections concern:
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• Sterilisation and other thermal treatments in food processing (Sect. 4.2);
• Chemical treatments in food industries (Sect. 4.3);
• Non-thermal treatments in food industries (Sect. 4.4).

Cleaning operations and chemical disinfectants are discussed in Chaps. 5–7.
These discussions take also into account new decontamination strategies (Giordano
et al. 2012; Stilo et al. 2009) such as the use of electrolysed oxidising water for
wash sanitation in the industry for minimally processed vegetables.

4.2 Sterilisation and Other Thermal Treatments in Food
Processing

Historically, the production of ‘safe foods’ has been associated with canned
products such as sterilised fish products, canned tomato sauces, etc. In fact, similar
preserved foods should be able to maintain their own chemical and physical fea-
tures during extended temporal periods (Parisi 2004, 2012). As a result, the use of
thermally drastic processes is necessary when speaking of preserved fish, meat or
vegetable products.

In general, the definition of ‘commercially sterile’ food means a series of con-
comitant conditions with regard to processed foods. According to the Food and
Drug Administration, Code of Federal Regulations, Title 21, commercially sterile
foods should be obtained by thermal methods that are able to eradicate (FDA 2014):

(a) ‘Microorganisms capable of reproducing in the food under normal and non-
refrigerated conditions of storage and distribution’

(b) ‘Viable microorganisms, including anaerobic spores, of public health
concern’.

In addition, the use of different (mixed) treatments, such as the concomitant
application of heat and the control of water activity, is allowed on condition that the
final product is ‘free of microorganisms capable of reproducing in the food under
normal non-refrigerated conditions of storage and distribution’ (FDA 2014).

The Canadian Food Inspection Agency defines ‘commercially sterile’ foods in a
similar way (Bratt 2010). Both institutions consider also the problem of equipment
and containers used in aseptic processing. Product contact surfaces of equipment and
containers have to be free from viable forms of microorganisms capable of growing in
canned food under normal non-refrigerated conditions of storage and distribution’
(FDA 2014; Von Bockelmann and Von Bockelmann 1986). Interestingly, pathogen
agents are considered as ‘viable microorganisms having public health significance’;
on the other hand, life forms of non-health significance (spoilagemicroorganisms) are
cited (FDA 2014; McGarrahan 1982; Von Bockelmann and Von Bockelmann 1986).

The most known and successful thermal treatments are pasteurisation and ste-
rilisation, although new technologies––actually, new developments of the above-
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mentioned processes such as ‘high pressure processing’ (Barbosa-Cánovas and
Juliano 2008)––have been developed recently. The main difference between the two
man choices is correlation with the commercial storage of final products. In fact,
pasteurisation provides a good inactivation of pathogen agents (Fu 2006); on the
other hand, the pasteurised product needs subsequent storage treatment during its
commercial life, until the final date of selling or utilisation (Parisi 2002a). Condi-
tions of pasteurisation treatments (60–65 °C for 30 min, or 88 °C for a few seconds
only), and correlated sensorial modifications of heated foods, depend mainly on the
pH and the microbial ecology of foods. In certain situations (pH < 4.5), the food
technologist prefers to consider enzyme inactivation or the thermal destruction of
spoilage microorganisms (Ramesh 2007). The current industrial pasteurisation
treatments are defined as follows (Maranon et al. 2006; McCormick et al. 2005;
Murphy et al. 2003; Patterson 1942; Ramesh 2007; Stabel 2001; Wheeler et al.
1987):

(a) In-package pasteurisation (interesting feature: a sort of gradient temperature
may be required in certain situations, depending on chosen packages)

(b) Pasteurisation before packaging (without containers; possibility of preheating)
(c) Batch pasteurisation (62.8 °C, 30 min). This process is designed for fluids
(d) Continuous pasteurisation (71.5 °C, 15 s). This process is specifically designed

for fluid foods such as milks for curd processing
(e) Flash pasteurisation. This process is carried out at temperatures that are higher

than the usual pasteurisation values (example: 80 °C + additional 5 °C) for a
minute only, just before the final packaging. This method, specifically
designed for fruit juices, needs adequate de-aerators because fresh juices
contain a considerable amount of dissolved oxygen.

In regard to sterilisation, the desired inactivation includes also spores. For this
reason, sterilisation has to be carried out under pressure and with thermal values
exceeding 100 °C: typical values should be between 121 and 129 °C (Fu 2006).
Interestingly, sterilisation treatments are extensively used with the aim of producing
three main categories of food products (Fu 2006):

• Canned foods (this is the traditional type of sterilised foods);
• Packaged foods in aseptic conditions (ultra-time-temperature processes are

carried out in a very short time);
• Irradiated foods (this category of food products should be considered as an

experimental innovation, at present).

By contrast, pasteurisation appears to have limited applications at present: the
main uses are correlated to the production of liquid and fluid products such as milks
and fruit juices (Fu 2006). Some practical innovation has recently introduced
microwave pasteurisation: the heating of packaged food products at high temper-
atures is an interesting option, particularly in Europe. The main advantages are the
extension of shelf life dates without the addition of preservatives and the reduction
of heating times (Burfoot et al. 1988, 1996; Cañumir et al. 2002; Fu 2006). The
same possibility is workable with regard to sterilisation processes: it has been
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reported that microwave sterilisation may allow the treatment of pre-packed foods
without distinction between liquid, solid and semi-solid products (Fu 2006; Isra-
elsson et al. 2005; Mullin 1995; Sukaribin and Khalid 2009). In addition, sensorial
features of foods should be sensibly preserved with microwave sterilisation in
comparison with other processes such as ohmic heating (Fu 2006). On the other
hand, several practical difficulties, such as the lack of heating uniformity, and
consequent hygienic concerns have to be highlighted. At present, microwave ste-
rilisation is considered with some suspect, although this technology and the anal-
ogous pasteurisation system continue to receive attention (Fu 2006).

Classical sterilisation treatments are subdivided into two categories (Barbosa-
Cánovas and Juliano 2008; Ramesh 2007):

(a) Heating processes: This category concerns ‘bulk canning’ (also named ‘in-
container sterilisation’) methods and aseptic sterilisation processes.

(b) Non-thermal processes: high pressure processing (HPP), pulsed electric fields,
ultraviolet (UV) radiation, food irradiation, chemical treatments, use of mag-
netic fields, etc.

It must be clarified that non-thermal treatments are not classified as classical
sterilisation treatments. However, because of positive effects in terms of inactiva-
tion, these strategies have been considered as alternative methods. Non-thermal
processes are discussed briefly in Sect. 4.4, while chemical treatments are discussed
in Sect. 4.3 without the inclusion of normal preservation systems (use of vegetable
oils, smoking processes, etc.) in food industries.

For some years, chemical industries are trying to apply nanotechnology, already
widely used in other productions (cosmetics, protective films, pharmaceutical,
aviation, aerospace, polymers, etc.), to products for the hygienic prevention on
surface and machinery. While in vitro tests are providing excellent results, studies
and research in the field are still too few to have sufficient scientific evidence
(Cubadda et al. 2013).

4.3 Chemical Treatments in Food Industries

Food industries can use thermal treatments for inactivating undesired microor-
ganisms with well-known results. However, non-thermal processes may be also
useful. In addition, food technologists may choose other strategies, such as the use
of chemical agents or techniques, provided that safety, integrity and legality of food
products are not damaged.

The most known and used chemical compounds for limitation of microbial
spoilage and the eradication of pathogen agents in food industries are given in the
following list, with the exclusion of preservatives and food additives (NACMCF
2006; Parish et al. 2003; Park et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2004; Weissinger et al. 2000):
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• Acidified sodium chlorite
• Anhydrous ammonia
• Chlorine dioxide
• Ethylene oxide
• Hypochlorites
• Peroxyacids
• Organic acids
• Ozone.

Similar substances are often used as an accessory strategy when thermal or non-
thermal treatments (freezing, refrigeration, acidification, modified atmosphere
packaging, etc.) are considered (NACMCF 2006). This reflection should be always
taken into account because many chemicals may reduce pathogens and spoilage
bacteria, but their total eradication is impossible. The inactivation effect of chem-
icals depends on many factors which have to be carefully managed (NACMCF
2006). For example, the concentration of the specified chemical substance has to be
decided with other parameters such as the antimicrobial spectrum and the imme-
diate lethal effect, the chemical composition of the final food, etc. (NACMCF 2006;
Parisi 2002b).

4.4 Non-thermal Treatments in Food Industries

Non-thermal processes can be very effective for microbial inactivation in food
industries. The most used and studied systems are included in the following non-
exhaustive list (NACMCF 2006):

(1) Pulsed electric fields (PEF)
(2) HPP systems
(3) UV radiation
(4) Food irradiation.

On the other hand, systems such as oscillating magnetic fields, infrared pro-
cessing, non-thermal plasma systems, are defined as ‘interesting’ technologies
without sufficient information at present compared with traditional heating treat-
ments (pasteurisation).

The application of PEF treatments to foods should be considered with care.
These systems are carried out with the simple placement of foods between two
electrodes (NACMCF 2006). The aim of the process is to inactivate microbial
populations by means of high-voltage electric fields (between 20 and 80 kV/cm).
At present, the explanation of microbial inactivation seems correlated to the lack of
electromechanical resistance of cell membranes. In addition, the higher the field
strength, the lower the general resistance of microorganisms (NACMCF 2006;
Russell 2002). Another important advantage of PEF techniques is the effective
minimisation of organoleptic and physical features (NACMCF 2006).
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On the other hand, it has been reported that PEF processes are currently applied
in regard to fluids because the distance between charged electrodes should not
exceed 3 mm. For this design requirement, it appears that solid food may not be
treated adequately with PEF systems (NACMCF 2006), although semi-solid food
applications have been reported with success (Zhang et al. 1994). Moreover, the
efficacy of microbial inactivation should be validated (NACMCF 2006). With
regard to most resistant life forms, more research is needed because the available
results are not exhaustive: at present, it may be assumed that microorganisms
without lipid membranes such as rotavirus are PEF-resistant (Khadre and Yousef
2002). Probably, studies of PEF inactivation are complicated because of the
remarkable number of involved factors: processing parameters such as electric field
strength, number of pulses and temperature, etc.; food-related features such as
electrical conductivity, pH, etc.; possible synergistic effects when organic acids or
antimicrobials are added; and other possible options (Liang et al. 2002; Manas and
Pagán 2005; NACMCF 2006; Rodrigo et al. 2003a, b; Smelt et al. 2002).

HPP systems are generally applied to packaged ‘ready-to-eat’ meat and poultry
products against L. monocytogenes (NACMCF 2006). In addition, these strategies
have been also used for seafood products and some types of processed fruits and
vegetables. However, the practical application of HPP is currently limited because of
possible damages to several products, although minimal damage has been reported
with reference to flavours, aromas and other sensible molecules (NACMCF 2006).
In addition, HPP appears to be insufficient against sporeforming agents if other
synergic treatments are not applied (Barbosa-Cánovas and Juliano 2008; Heinz and
Knorr 2001; NACMCF 2006).

From the technical viewpoint, HPP involves hydrostatic compression with
pressures between 100 and 1000 MPa (NACMCF 2006). As a result, microor-
ganisms suffer damages, although it has been reported that spores are more resistant
than vegetative cells (Sale et al. 1970). In addition, there is a remarkable difference
between Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria: the second group appears less
resistant to HPP techniques. These differences confirm that HPP inactivation may
depend on a notable number of concomitant factors which should be considered,
such as temperature, pH, isotonic strength, amount of organic acids, etc. (Heinz and
Knorr 2001; NACMCF 2006).

UV radiation has been reported to be effective against viruses and bacteria in
some food products, particularly with regard to fluids such as water and apple juice
(NACMCF 2006; Quintero-Ramos et al. 2004; Sastry et al. 2000). In fact, UV
radiations between 200 and 280 nm (ideally 2534 Å or 253 nm) may inactivate
viruses and bacteria by means of the destruction of deoxyribonucleic acid molecular
bonds, but the practical result––in terms of log units––has to be validated for
specific application (NACMCF 2006; Sastry et al. 2000). Good microbial inacti-
vation can be obtained in water if all ideal sections of the treated liquid receive at
least 400 J/m2 (NACMCF 2006; Sommer et al. 2000). Another important feature of
UV radiation techniques is the new development of pulsed UV radiation systems.
‘Pulsed light’ systems concern two different techniques involving the treatment of
food (or packaging) surfaces with 1–3 ms pulsed radiations. The difference is
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(Fig. 4.1) the use of wavelengths in the UV region (up to 248 nm) or the application
of radiations in the 200–1000 nm range (Barbosa-Canovas et al. 2000; Butz and
Tauscher 2002; Elmnasser et al. 2007).

On the other hand, the real effectiveness of UV light needs to be evaluated
carefully, depending on many factors (NACMCF 2006) without direct connection to
technical system requirements (Bolton and Linden 2003). For example, it has been
reported that sporeforming life forms can survive after this treatment for several
foods, with the exclusion of water and fruit juices. In addition, damaged microor-
ganisms may be capable of recovery in particular conditions (NACMCF 2006).
Substantially, UV light damages nucleic acids; this phenomenon should assure
reliable inactivation of viruses and bacteria. However, it has been reported that some
microorganisms such as E. coli may enzymatically repair themselves (Sommer et al.
2000). The composition and physical features of foods are critical factors: homo-
geneous fluids, transparency, and superficial shape [if solid foods are considered,
dimensional features of fluid columns, colorimetry, etc. (NACMCF 2006)].

The main problem in irradiation techniques is generally correlated with con-
sumers’ worries (Cardello et al. 2007; Miles et al. 2004; Rollin et al. 2011; Rosati
and Saba 2004). Technically, foods are exposed to ionising radiation with the
aim of inactivating pathogen agents and delaying deterioration in certain foods
(Rollin et al. 2011). Ionising radiations are electron beams, X-rays or gamma-rays.

Fig. 4.1 UV radiation techniques have been recently modified. At present, the newest
development concerns the use of pulsed UV radiation systems. ‘Pulsed light’ systems concern
two different techniques involving the treatment of food (or packaging) surfaces with 1–3 ms
pulsed radiations by means of UV lamps. The difference is the use of wavelengths in the UV
region (up to 248 nm) or the application of radiations in the 200–1000 nm range
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Because of inactivation effects from the microbiological viewpoint, food irradiation
is also called ‘cold pasteurisation’ (Rollin et al. 2011). On the other hand, it has to
be highlighted that low and average doses of radiation cannot eradicate all life
forms from foods; for this reason, the term ‘cold pasteurisation’ is particularly
appropriate (Rollin et al. 2011). In general, the upper dose does not exceed
10 kGray (kGy), in accordance with the Joint Expert Committee on Food Irradia-
tion, the International Atomic Energy Agency and the World Health Organization.
These organisations have concluded that food irradiation does not pose toxico-
logical hazards or other risks when this dose is respected (NACMCF 2006; Rollin
et al. 2011; World Health Organization 1981).

With regard to main food applications, it should be also remembered that food
irradiation is not recommended in some situations. For example, dairy foods are not
irradiated because of possible sensorial modifications. The same concern may occur
(Buck et al. 2003; Lu et al. 1988; NACMCF 2006) when certain vegetables are
irradiated with doses higher than 10 kGy (aim: prevention of sprouting or
disinfestation).

Food irradiation should be always validated in comparison with traditional
pasteurisation treatments. The following factors should be considered:

(a) Type of food product (chemical composition, packaging materials, density of
food, quantity of water, etc.);

(b) Type of ionising radiation and appropriate absorbed dose;
(c) Targeted microorganism.

For these reasons, the use of food irradiation can be recommended or unallowed
depending on obtainable results and the regulatory framework.
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Part II
Disinfection Techniques and Risks



Chapter 5
Technology, Chemistry and Food Hygiene:
A Multidisciplinary Approach
for the Reduction of Microbial Risk

Abstract The most recommended approach to the problem of contamination
episodes in food industries is the ‘Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points’
approach. Food contamination can be caused by different factors. For this reason,
the HACCP risk is not defined by a simplified and sectorial viewpoint. Each
possible cause (chemical, microbiological, physical) of contamination has to be
studied in the food chain without interference by other factors, where possible. As a
result, three different risks—microbiological, chemical and physical hazards—can
be predicted by food business operators and players of the food chain. Because of
the prevailing role and interest in microbial contamination in food products, the
microbial risk in foods appears to be the best known investigated topic in food
technology. On the other hand, the eradication or the limitation of certain micro-
organisms or viruses has to be faced in a multifaceted way. The point of view of
physical chemists, engineers and regulatory experts has to be considered with
regard to food safety and microbial ecology in edible products for human
consumption.

Keywords Chemical risk � Critical control point � Food business operator �
HACCP � Microbiological risk � Physical risk � Water activity

5.1 The Microbial Risk in Food Industries: The HACCP
System is a Multidisciplinary Approach

The problem of food contamination has been thoroughly investigated in the past
decades because of the remarkable number of notified episodes and correlated food-
borne diseases (Parish et al. 2003). Because of the multiplicity of possible food-
correlated risks, most food business operators (FBO) worldwide have decided to
take into account adequate and preventive systems. This ‘evolution’ has been
needed because of many and concomitant factors such as the growth of the human
population in urban areas, the diversification of food consumers and the
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introduction of ‘minimally processed foods’. The current market of fresh and ‘long
distance’ products determines a new strategy for the preparation and storage of
food, beginning with the cold chain. For these reasons, the possibility of food
contamination episodes may arise when adequate and specific ‘food management
practices’ are not in place.

At present, the most recommended approach to the problem of contamination
episodes in food industries is the ‘Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points’
(HACCP) approach. Other ‘quality assurance programmes’ can be very useful
(Barendsz 1998; Stilo et al. 2009). In addition, the management of food contami-
nation episodes has progressively concerned ‘accessory’ materials such as food-
contact materials and objects (Parisi 2004a, b).

Food contamination can be caused by different factors. For this reason, the
‘HACCP risk’ is not defined by a simplified and sectorial viewpoint. Each possible
cause (chemical, microbiological, physical) of contamination has to be studied in
the food chain without interference by other factors, where possible. As a result,
three different risks can be predicted by FBO and other players of the food chain:

• The microbiological risk (detection and spreading of pathogen agents and
degrading life forms);

• The chemical risk (detection of undesirable and/or dangerous chemicals in food
products by different sources);

• The physical risk (detection of harmful foreign bodies in foods: wood frag-
ments, glass, non-edible powders, insects, etc.).

Because of the prevailing role and the interest of microbial contamination in
food products in the scientific literature and in regulatory dispositions, the so-called
‘microbial risk’ in foods appears to be the best known investigated topic in food
technology (Doyle et al. 2013; Montanari et al. 2015; Pisanello 2014). However, it
must be clarified that the management of such a risk in the ambit of HACCP
strategies (Sect. 1.3) is not necessarily correlated to microbiology.

Generally, the HACCP plan is on the basis of seven main principles:

(1) Hazard analysis;
(2) Definition of Critical Control Points (CCP);
(3) Definition of critical limits concerning every CCP;
(4) CCP monitoring action;
(5) Establishment and implementation of corrective actions;
(6) Evaluation of results from corrective actions;
(7) Reliable record of HACCP data and analyses.

As a result, the implementation of efficient HACCP plans should include good
practice rules with relation to the technological production of foods, the choice and
the correct storage of raw ingredients and packaging materials, the construction of
food processing machines, cleaning and sanitising procedures, etc. (Panfiloiu et al.
2011). This responsibility cannot be taken by a single person: a small or large group
of different experts and involved functions is necessary.
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The creation of a so-called ‘HACCP team’ should ideally include (Azanza and
Zamora-Luna 2005; Mortimore and Wallace 2013; Panfiloiu et al. 2011):

(a) One member of the executive management;
(b) The so-called HACCP responsible with general leadership;
(c) The responsibility of production operations;
(d) The responsibility for maintenance operations;
(e) The manager of warehouses, including logistic operations in and outside food

industries;
(f) The responsibility for raw material supplies, including the purchase of

‘accessory’ or non-edible materials such as packaging. Ideally, this role can be
associated with the so-called ‘commercial director’ of food companies;

(g) The responsibility for every production and packaging line;
(h) Other internal or external specialists with adequate knowledge of microbiol-

ogy, hygiene, risk management, food processing technology, regulatory and
disinfection/engineering techniques and chemical engineering.

With regard to the management of microbiological risks, the HACCP plan
should be written and regularly validated by the whole team because of the pos-
sibility of:

(a) New and emerging hazards, on the one hand and
(b) New strategic opportunities (technologies, interesting additives, improved

food machinery designs, innovative software products, new diagnostic sys-
tems, etc.) on the other hand.

As a consequence, the structure of a well-designed and implemented HACCP
plan should have strong and reliable bases with reference to: microbiology, organic
and physical chemistry, engineering and food technology, regulatory, information
technology, economics and logistics (Armstrong 2009; Artés et al. 2007; Deasy
2002; McMeekin et al. 2006; Pagán-Rodríguez et al. 2007; Parisi 2002a; Roberto
et al. 2006).

This reflection has to be taken into account when dealing with ‘pure’ microbi-
ological risks. In fact, the simple definition of microbial hazard in food products is
immediately connected with food-borne diseases and outbreaks. In addition, many
food complaints are substantially related to shelf life problems, but the alteration of
food products before expected dates is the other face of the microbiological stability
during time (Eskin and Robinson 2000; Kilcast and Subramaniam 2000; Labuza
and Fu 1993; Parisi 2002a, b).

The problem of microbiological risks has biological causes, but the eradication
and/or the limitation of certain microorganisms or viruses have to be faced in a
multifaceted way. Consequently, the point of view of physical chemists or engi-
neers is certainly useful in food safety and good manufacturing practices in different
plants and environments (Parker and Ring 2001; Singh and Heldman 1993). At the
same time, other competencies are needed (Fig. 5.1).
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For these reasons, the HACCP approach could be discussed from different
viewpoints. This and the following chapters are dedicated to the analytical study of
HACCP strategies from non-biological perspectives.

5.2 The Microbial Risk in Food Industries: The
Contribution of Organic and Physical Chemistry

Generally, the role of organic chemistry should not be disconnected from the more
general ambit of the chemistry of natural substances and processes. In other words,
the simple mention of organic toxins concerns contemporarily the world of
microbiology and the sector of organic chemistry (biochemistry) at the same time.

On the other hand, the eradication of microbial risks can be obtained by means
of chemical strategies. Briefly, the function of organic chemistry in the field of food
safety can be evident in the following situations:

(a) Production, development and food-safe use of additives and other chemicals in
food formulations, with explicit antimicrobial function (Branen et al. 2001);

(b) Food safety-oriented design, production and development of non-edible
materials with preserving functions. Examples: microcrystalline waxes for
superficial protection, active packaging systems, new protective polymer
films, etc. (Ozdemir and Floros 2004; Parisi 2009);

Fig. 5.1 Organisational phases and strategies in the modern food industry
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(c) Food-safety-oriented design, synthesis, production and possible development
of chemicals and chemical mixtures with different functions, including the
simple superficial preservation. Examples: antimicrobial and edible coating
materials with chitosan, etc. (Coma et al. 2002; de Moura et al. 2009);

(d) Food-safety-oriented design, production and safe use of cleaning/sanitising
agents and equipments for the food industry and correlated players in the food
chain (Kessler 1981; Schmidt 1997);

(e) Technology-oriented design, production and reliable use of diagnostic systems
and kits with regard to the evaluation of cleaning and sanitising procedures
such as the simple Biuret test (Hola et al. 1990; Hola 1992; Johnson 2005;
Lappalainen et al. 2000; Rigarlsford 2006).

The use of food additives, preservation agents and superficial coatings should be
carefully evaluated with possible risks. For example, the use of microcrystalline
waxes—coating agents for certain cheeses and other products—is not apparently
linked with HACCP dangers and microbiological risks (Castle et al. 1993). How-
ever, these mineral oil mixtures have to be evaluated by FBO because protected
(superficially coated cheeses) are generally destined to lose water (normal ageing
process) into the paraffin wax coating during the commercial life of the product. As
a result, the chemical composition of cheeses is continually modified on surfaces at
the food/paraffin interface. In these conditions, it should be considered that the
emission of hydrolysis water and different organic molecules (fatty acids, amino
acids, peptones, etc.) can give rise to the following problems (Parisi 2003a, b):

(a) Continuous moisturising of superficial cheese layers with increasing pH and
redox potential values;

(b) Possible microbial spoilage because of favourable pH and redox potential
values for certain bacteria such as Escherichia coli;

(c) Penetration of the aqueous/organic phase on cheese surfaces towards inner
layers, with possible degradation;

(d) Increase of microbial spoilage because of the continuous penetration of con-
taminated aqueous/organic phase;

(e) Possible damage of microcrystalline wax coating because of partial water
absorption, including sulphurated amino acids (rotten egg smells) and local-
ised fractures along most curved paraffin walls.

The role of chemistry can be easily extended to the world of physical chemistry.
In general, every organic acid may act as a potential antimicrobial substance when
considered in the undissociated form (Walstra 2002). Naturally, the theoretical
performance of such a substance against microorganisms depends on various fac-
tors: concentration of the undissociated acid, temperature, pH, water activity, dis-
sociation constants, and the value of real humidity and the possible presence of
different positively-charged species in competition with released protons (Eklund
1983; Krebs et al. 1983; Walstra 2002). For these reasons, the activity of lactates or
benzoic acid may be very useful in several situations, while different food appli-
cations may show unsatisfactory results.
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In addition, the role of water is extremely important: the lower the moisture
amount, the lower the inactivation of many microorganisms. More exactly, the
value of water activity (Aw) is a limiting factor: normal bacteria can tolerate
0.98 < Aw < 0.90 with the exception of halophilic life forms (Gould 1989; Mugnier
and Jung 1985; Walstra 2002). On the other hand, yeasts cannot tolerate Aw < 0.9,
except for osmophilic forms, and moulds may tolerate Aw values over 0.8 with the
exception of xerophilic moulds (Beuchat 1981, 1983; Mugnier and Jung 1985). The
addition of sodium chloride can be used with the aim of lowering Aw (cause:
augment of osmotic pressure). Other chemicals—sugars, ethanol, etc.—may be
used with the same objective, on condition that targeted life forms are not able to
tolerate the desired (added) amount of food additive (Bonadonna et al. 2012;
ŌNishi 1963; Stratford 2006; Tokuoka 1993; Walstra 2002).

5.3 The Microbial Risk in Food Industries: Engineering
and Food Technology Considerations

The relationship between engineering and microbiology may not appear simple.
However, the application of engineering principles in current food processing
techniques—including handling, and distribution steps—is probably (Fig. 5.2) one
of the main signs of food industrialisation (Drabenstott 1995; Lang 2003).

Fig. 5.2 The application of engineering principles in current food processing techniques,
including handling, and distribution steps, may be considered one of the main signs of food
industrialisation
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In detail, process engineers have to support food production techniques by
means of the adaptation of mathematical procedures to edible materials (Sun 2005).
The presence of engineering in the current food industry is particularly evident in
the following innovations (Lang 2003; Sun 2005; Walstra 2002):

• Forming equipment for food production and packaging systems, including
vacuum packaging and extrusion (it could be inferred that this process is
‘imported’ from the plastic industry);

• Traditional heating processes (sterilisation, pasteurisation, etc.);
• Food cooling and freezing systems, including new vacuum cooling and high-

pressure freezing technologies;
• Non-thermal processing methods (osmotic dehydration, high-pressure process-

ing, pulsed electric fields, ultrasounds, radio-frequency processing, etc.) and
machinery (equipments for modified atmosphere packaging systems, etc.);

• Minimal processing for ready-to-eat products (cook and chill, cook and freeze,
etc.).

The above-mentioned list is not exhaustive. However, the common point of new
technologies is the constant re-development of ‘old’ or traditional systems. The
basic aim is the optimisation (reduction) of production times and differences
between a produced item and the subsequent one along the working line. At the
same time, the use of ‘traditional’ ingredients—such as yeast for breads—or
techniques may be omitted, except for hedonistic considerations (Lang 2003).

On the other hand, new systems may give new and unexpected problems in
microbial contamination. As a result, process engineers are forced to create or
develop adequate countermeasures against ‘old’ but often ubiquitous enemies such
as Listeria monocytogenes, Salmonella spp., Enterobacteriaceae, yeasts, moulds,
etc. The introduction of modified processes because of food safety considerations
must be mentioned in the HACCP plan. In addition, because of the necessity of
obtaining ameliorated processing times without the increase of (possible) micro-
biological risks, the opinion of expert engineers (or maintenance managers) is
strictly requested. Practical examples of this activity may be found in selected
references (Aguilera and Stanley 1999; Heldman and Lund 2006):

(a) The reduction of thermosealing and extrusion times (forming and/or packag-
ing systems). The basic aim is to reduce the possibility of re-contamination
after important treatments such as pasteurisation. In addition, cross-contami-
nation between different working lines or removable parts can be always
possible. Finally, the higher the number of produced pieces, the lower the
formation of temporary microbial agglomerations during the ‘off-line’ period
(the interval between two consecutive parts in the same production step). For
these reasons, rheological considerations are often needed because many
intermediate foods are fluid matters.

(b) The reduction of freezing times without significant damage to packaged
products. Damaged containers undoubtedly lose their main preservation
power. Because of the nature of liquid or solid aqueous solutions, the problem
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of (too) rapid crystallisation remains one of the most challenging concerns at
present. The same concern exists with regard to triglyceride crystallisation
(Blanshard and Lillford 1987; Garti and Sato 2001; Hartel 2001).

(c) The possible combination of thermal and non-thermal processing methods
because of the variability of performance in different foods. For example, the
different resistance (survival) of yeasts and vegetative bacteria against pulsed
electric fields (Sun 2005).

5.4 The Microbial Risk in Food Industries: Regulatory
Norms and Reflections About Information Technology

With regard to HACCP plans and the management of microbiological risks, the role
of regulatory norms is obvious. In fact, the microbiological hazard—food-borne
outbreaks, localised intoxications, etc.—is probably the most studied and regulated
food safety argument worldwide, particularly with reference to the United States of
America (USA) and the European Union (EU) (Montanari et al. 2015; Pisanello
2014). In addition, import and export activities towards these economic and politic
areas are strictly governed by national authorities based on US and EU norms.
Interestingly, the adoption of the HACCP approach and quality systems is one of
the main pilasters of the current legislation (Naugle et al. 2005; Ryser and Marth
2007; Unnevehr and Jensen 1999). As a result, the presence of a qualified person
with strong knowledge of regulatory obligations should be always recommended to
FBO. The recent introduction of new labelling rules in the EU (traceability of food
has become the focus of control systems) has substantially strengthened the
necessity for regulation-oriented training activities for the HACCP team (Caruso
et al. 2015). On the other hand, new obligations have no direct or indirect influence
on HACCP plans. However, because of ‘hidden implications’ (example: modifi-
cation of recipes and industrial formulations because of the multiplicity of raw
materials suppliers), the new Regulation (EU) No 1169/2011 implies also the
possible re-evaluation of HACCP plans with regard to all predictable risks. Dif-
ferent raw materials may have different microbial ecologies, after all!

The introduction of new mandatory requirements such as nutritional labelling
and traceability information along the food and feed chain has enhanced the role of
information technology (IT) in food industries and retail companies (Lang 2003).
Actually, software products are very useful when managing considerable quantities
of commodities from the logistic viewpoint. On the other hand, the increasing
necessity of tracing out all raw materials with some implication on the formulation
of food products, including packaging materials, has required new ‘just-in-time’
solutions. For example, the flow of different raw materials in a dedicated cheese-
production line has to be managed step-by-step and continually monitored.
Otherwise, certain information on organic foods, genetically modified organisms-
free products, special production systems, etc., may be completely lost along the
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food chain (Moe 1998). These difficulties may be solved in food companies and
retail firms by means of adequate wireless or Internet-connected information
technology (IT) solutions (Buhr 2003).

In addition, IT products may be very helpful in the practical prediction of
microbial spoilage in foods during time. The use of growth and inactivation models
such as the Seafood Spoilage and Safety Predictor, the Pathogen Modeling Program
or the Food MicroModel are often used and recommended to FBO, although out-
comes have to be tested and compared with experimental results (Isabelle and André
2006; McMeekin et al. 2006; Scott 2005). Moreover, other systems can be realised
by FBO without expensive software products with the aim of modelling obtained
results (Parisi 2001, 2002c, 2004a, b). The simple monitoring of the growth of total
coliforms during the production of mozzarella cheeses can be extremely useful on
the condition that adequate conditions are respected (Parisi 2010):

(a) Complete and reliable information about raw materials (chemical composition,
origin, microbial counts for selected microorganisms, sensorial parameters,
etc.);

(b) Exhaustive information about processing steps: number, temperature, need of
hot or cold water, pH values, thermal processes, etc.;

(c) Reliable analytical methods with regard to the execution of microbial,
chemical and sensorial analyses;

(d) The establishment of a logical schedule for the production of selected lots/
batches and the subsequent execution of tests.

It should be also considered that the creation of similar systems can be very
difficult in food companies; in addition, obtained results may be true or reliable in
certain situations, while predictions may be ‘wrong’ in other foods. For these
reasons, many food technologists may choose simplified approaches. In fact, the
compilation of IT solutions for microbiology data should include five different steps
(Tamplin et al. 2003); basically, raw data should be organised in a spreadsheet
format, adequately interpreted (by human analysts), easily managed and mathe-
matically interpolated. The final step should be (Parisi 2010) the creation of
complex predictions such as the answer to the simple question (growth/no growth)
for a selected microorganism. As a result, a certain level of knowledge is required
for FBO analysts, and IT solutions may not be always simple and available.
However, the common element appears to be the necessity of re-evaluation of
predicted results (for an ideal pilot plant or in vitro experiments) in the real food or
production line (Patriarca et al. 2012).
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Chapter 6
The Chemistry of Disinfection:
Ally or Enemy?

Abstract This chapter is specifically dedicated to the problem of sanitisation in
food industries. The term ‘sanitisation’ can be easily confused with ‘disinfection’
depending on the ‘subject’ of the desired treatment. In general, sanitisation or
sanitation is the use of one (or more) system or chemical substance on surfaces of
equipment or utensils with the aim of destroying disease causing microorganisms.
On the other hand, the disinfection may be also applied to water for food and non-
food applications. With regard to food-contact surfaces, cleaning and disinfection
procedures should follow a clear two-step sequence. The first step corresponds to
the preliminary cleaning (three sub-steps: manual removal of loose materials;
chemical cleaning and final rinsing with water). The second step is the true sani-
tising step. The role of chemicals as cleaning agents (first step) and sanitising
compounds is described in this chapter with correlated risks, except for chlorine
compounds.

Keywords Chemical cleaning � Disinfection � Food business operator � HACCP �
Sanitising agent � Sterilisation

6.1 Disinfection in Food Industries: Needs and Solutions

The limitation or the eradication, where possible, of microbial risks in food
industries and correlated plants (including also warehouses in shopping centres,
trucks, etc.) is one of the most important challenges at present (Sect. 1.5). The
creation and the reliable implementation of adequate systems in accordance with the
so-called ‘Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Points’ (HACCP) strategy are the
best answers and the only possibility at present. Basically, microbiological risk may
be reduced by means of the following techniques and/or procedures (Evans et al.
2004; Ropkins and Beck 2000; Scott and Bloomfield 1990):

(1) Correct selection of raw ingredients and packaging materials;
(2) Separation between different areas;
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(3) Prevention of cross-contamination episodes between different lines dedicated
to the production of dissimilar foods;

(4) Prevention of survival and transfer of microscopic life forms via cloths, hand
wheel lifters and utensils;

(5) Prevention of microbial contamination by food refrigeration equipment;
(6) Use of thermal processing treatments and preserving technologies (smoking,

salting, etc.);
(7) Use of purified water and modern techniques (sonication, etc.);
(8) Purification of atmospheric gases and prevention of aerosolised suspensions;
(9) Control of environmental parameters and air treatment systems;

(10) Choice of suitable products for chemical or physical treatment, possibly with
official quality certification;

(11) Creation and implementation of correct cleaning and sanitising procedures.

The basic aim of food technologists is the creation of a reliable production flow
with the following features:

(a) Minimisation of product-related failures caused by productive delays, exces-
sive offline interruption of processes, insufficient or lack of supply of raw
materials, technological problems such as rheological differences between
different sections of the same intermediate mass into production lines, etc.

(b) Reduction of food safety failures caused by use of contaminated raw materials
and/or intermediates in the productive flow, insufficient or lacking cleaning
and/or disinfection of working lines and processing machinery, aerosol sus-
pensions of spoilage microorganism, use of contaminated water for different
applications (including also the simple ‘solvent’ function for water-soluble
raw foods), etc.

(c) Elimination or limitation of dangerous chemical residues in foods and food
processing lines (different causes).

The above-mentioned list is inexhaustive; many different problems may occur at
the same time because of concomitant causes. In addition, it can be inferred that
different food safety failures are systemic (Hennessy et al. 2003). For this reason,
the prediction of food hygiene problems may be obtained by means of systems
analysis methods such as modelling tools.

This chapter is dedicated to the problem of sanitisation in food industries. The
term ‘sanitisation’ can be easily confused with ‘disinfection’, depending on the
‘subject’ of the desired treatment. Therefore, a short premise should be made with
reference to the meaning of these words.

In general, sanitisation or sanitation is the use of one or more systems or
chemical substances on the (clean) surface of equipment or utensils with the aim of
destroying disease causing microorganisms (Stanfield 2003). In addition, the
reduction of spoilage microorganisms without pathogenic activity is highly rec-
ommended and desired. Finally, it should be considered that sanitising agents must
be used after careful cleaning of surfaces. In other words, ‘dirty’ surfaces cannot be
sanitised. The same may be in the case of ‘hard water’ (high presence of calcium
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and magnesium salts) with regard to water for cleaning purposes: the greater the
water hardness, the lower the reliability of the cleaning process.

On the other hand, disinfection may be also applied to water for food and non-
food applications (Parisi 2006). Possible situations can be the simple washing of
food processing lines or the addition to food formulations as an edible ingredient
(cheeses are one of the most known examples).

With regard to water and correlated contamination risks, the main environmental
sources of microbial contamination are recognised as follows (Kirby et al. 2003;
Sivapalasingam et al. 2004; Slifko et al. 2000):

• Water intended for primary production facilities;
• Water intended for food processing plants and operations;
• Recycled water;
• Feeding products intended for animal nutrition;
• Contaminated air (aerosolised suspensions, excess or unwanted elements such

as sulphur, nitrogen and carbon, complex molecules, etc.);
• Other causes, including hygienic conditions of factory workers.

With regard to water supplies for food production, normal treatments (with the
exclusion of wastewater) concern the following operations (Kirby et al. 2003; WHO
1996):

(a) Coagulation;
(b) Sedimentation;
(c) Filtration;
(d) Other advanced treatments (activated carbon, ion exchange, membrane

filtration, reverse osmosis, etc.);
(e) Final disinfection (oxidation, ultraviolet light, heating processes, use of caustic

substances, etc.).

The common point appears to be the use of different chemicals as sanitisers.
With regard to used or recycled water in food plants, food business operators (FBO)
can reasonably use a few selected methods among these systems (Bintsis et al.
2000; Casani et al. 2005; Kirby et al. 2003):

• Sedimentation and filtration;
• Ion exchange;
• Ultraviolet (UV) light;
• Reverse osmosis;
• Membrane filtration;
• Lime treatment;
• Flocculation with selected aid such as Guar gums (with regard to chemical

purification);
• Complete disinfection (oxidising chemicals, UV light, caustic chemicals, heat-

ing processes, etc.);
• Innovative systems: electrolysed water, ozonisation, synergic ozonisation and

ultraviolet light treatment, etc.
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Once more, the use of chemicals or chemical processes is clear enough with
regard to water treatments. Moreover, the sanitisation of (clean) surfaces is mainly
carried out in a similar manner with the inclusion of different chemicals. The next
section is dedicated to the description of the main chemical cleaners, sanitisers and
disinfecting agents for food processing surfaces.

6.2 Main Chemicals for Food Cleaning and Disinfection

6.2.1 Cleaning Chemicals

The disinfection of food-contact surfaces cannot be obtained without preliminary
cleaning, which may be carried out in three steps (Stanfield 2003):

(1) Manual removal of loose materials. This simple but extremely important
operation may be performed by flushing dirty surfaces with cold or warm
potable water under pressure.

(2) Chemical cleaning with specific products and related devices.
(3) Final rinsing with water. In this step, the use of hot water may be recom-

mended because of the necessity for decreasing drying times before the
application of the final sanitiser.

The second step can be performed in four different ways (Stanfield 2003):

(a) Soaking systems: Small machines are required. The use of hot cleaning
solutions, including pre-dissolved mixtures, is necessary. After 15–30 min,
cleaning solutions on surfaces have to be manually or mechanically removed.

(b) Spray systems: Cleaning solutions are sprayed on surfaces with hot water or
steam.

(c) Abrasive procedures: Sometimes, the removal of difficult agglomerations
(soil) may require the use of abrasive powders or similar substances. On the
other hand, this method may be dangerous because of the possible removal of
stainless steel surfaces.

(d) Clean-in-place (CIP) systems: These procedures imply the use of highly
automated machines with the necessary presence of welded pipelines. The
distribution of cleaning solutions on surfaces can be very useful in conjunction
with an adequate fluid turbulence.

(e) Clean-off-place (COP) procedures: In other words, food processing surfaces
may be cleaned by means of manual systems or COP-automated machines
such as pressure jet, foam or dry ice methods.

(f) Other systems: washing-in-place (WIP) procedures. Generally, these systems
are used for reusable containers.

The following four factors should be considered carefully for cleaning
procedures:
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• Chemical type of cleaning agent;
• Concentrations of cleaning compounds;
• Mechanic features of the used system (examples: pressure, velocity)
• Temperature and time of application;
• Energy and environmental costs.

Generally, cleaning solutions are complex mixtures of different t substances. The
reason for a similar formulation depends on the nature of soils on ‘dirty’ surfaces,
the type of food-contact surface and the expected physical–chemical action of
cleaning solutions (Anonymous 2002).

From the chemical viewpoint, five main components may constitute normal soils
on food-contact surfaces for processing machinery:

• Fats
• Sugars
• Proteins
• Monovalent salts
• Polyvalent salts

In general, soils can be easily removed of sugars and monovalent salts because
these compounds are water-soluble (monovalent salts may also be dissolved in acid
solutions). On the other hand, it should be remembered that heating treatments (or
the use of hot water) may cause the partial caramelisation of carbohydrates. Thus,
hot water is not recommended.

Protein soils are difficult to clean because of their known insolubility in water,
while acid solutions may be partially useful. In addition, proteins can denatured
with the modification of their physical and chemical features. For these reasons, the
best strategy is the (moderate) use of alkaline substances because of their high
corrosion power.

Removing of fats and polyvalent salts may be easier compared with cleaning of
protein soils. In fact, fat molecules and aggregations can be dissolved in alkaline
solutions (the problem may be the polymerisation), while polyvalent salts such as
calcium tri-phosphate can be removed with some difficulty by means of acid
solutions.

The type of food-contact surfaces has to be taken into account. The most known
and used materials are:

(a) (Polished) stainless steel;
(b) Aluminium;
(c) Plastics (high-density polymers);
(d) Coated surfaces (coatings: polytetrafluoroethylene, etc.);
(e) Wood (low porosity, high specific gravity);
(f) Marble.

As a consequence, cleaning substances should be carefully chosen on the basis
of the resistance of either soils or surfaces.
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Finally, the chemical and physical action of cleaning (detergent) agents should
be evaluated. In general, the composition of these agents includes the following
‘active principles’:

• Acid chemicals
• Alkaline substances
• Chelating compounds
• Surfactants
• Complex phosphates
• Other oxidants (quaternary, etc.).

Acids are mainly used when the desired reaction is the saponification of fatty
molecules. In addition, mild-force acids may be useful for dispersing soil particles.
On the other hand, these compounds may moderately corrode. It has to be con-
sidered that strong acids are a better choice for saponification and peptisation of
protein agglomerations, but their corrosion power is remarkable. As a result, these
compounds have to be carefully evaluated before use (anytime).

Alkaline substances can be used when the desired reactions are saponification
and peptisation. Moreover, rinsing operations are easier. On the other hand, the use
of alkaline solutions is probably the worst choice in superficial damages (high
corrosion power).

As a result, chelating agents (polyphosphates, etc.) and surfactants are highly
recommended in the food industry because of their virtual absence of damages on
surfaces. Naturally, the difference between chelating agents and surfactants is
correlated to the complex effect on cations (on the one hand) and remarkable
features such as wetting, rinsing and emulsifying power on the other hand.

From the chemical viewpoint, the above-mentioned five classes of cleaning
agents may be discussed as follows.

6.2.1.1 Acid Cleaning Agents

The group of acid cleaning agents is well known in the food industry because of the
massive use on food processing surfaces with notable mineral encrustations such as
‘beer stone’ and ‘milk stone’ (Arrington 1991; Porter 1972). For example, the so-
called ‘milk stone’ (Gilmore 1935; Hamid et al. 2013), commonly defined as the
typical contamination of food surfaces in milk plants, has variable composition and
physical properties depending on factors such as temperature of cleaning processes,
water hardness, classification of milk-producing animals, type of metallic surface,
possibility of ‘high-temperature short-time’ pasteurisation systems, etc. (Boxler
et al. 2014; Leeder 1956; Stanga 2010). In general, it may be assumed that milk
stone encrustations should be composed mainly of water, proteins, organic mole-
cules, mineral substances (calcium phosphate, etc.) and fats (Boxler et al. 2014;
Du Plessis 2012; Hamid et al. 2013), while carbohydrates (lactose) are virtually
absent. In addition, microbiological contamination by moulds is associated with
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milk stone deposits. As a consequence, the removal of such a complex soil is
absolutely necessary.

The use of alkaline detergents is not recommended with regard to milk stone
because of the production of yellow-whitish grains on surfaces of jars and corre-
lated valves, in spite of the remarkable concentration of strong chelating molecules
such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA). The continuous accumulation of
milk stone deposits on surfaces, cleaning after cleaning, is detrimental: the resulting
encrustation assumes exceptional hardness. For this reason, acid cleaners are rec-
ommended (Stanga 2010). On the other hand, a different strategy may be tried with
good results from the viewpoint of food safety. In fact, mould contamination is
favoured on milk stone deposits because of the formation of strong connections to
surfaces by means of glycol-protein materials and the necessary presence of metals
(Stanga 2010). In these situations, the use of active chlorine after alkaline removal
may be useful because of the destruction of chemical connections between moulds
and surfaces. In other words, milk stone may be removed because of the presence of
moulds.

With regard to acid cleaners, the strategy should comprise two steps: first, the
use of acid solutions. From the chemical viewpoint, acid cleaners should be mix-
tures of organic and inorganic acids with non-ionic wetting agents (Chmielewski
and Frank 2003); it has to be considered that the used solution should reach very
low pH values. Naturally, the real disadvantage of such a system is represented by
corrosion risks.

Generally, most used acid substances for formulation of acid cleaners are:

(a) Organic acids (Fig. 6.1) such as hydroxyacetic, acetic, lactic, citric, glycolic,
tartaric; formic, gluconic acids; phosphonic acids and

(b) inorganic acids such as sulphuric, nitric, muriatic, sulphamic, sodium acid
sulphate, hydrochloric acids.

Wetting agents are also important because of their emulsifying and foaming
power (Chmielewski and Frank 2003). In addition, a certain amount of sequestrant
or chelating agents such as sodium phosphate derivatives may be required

Fig. 6.1 Cleaning
compounds: organic acids.
This figure shows the
chemical structure of
hydroxyacetic (a), gluconic
(b) and lactic (c) acids
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(Chmielewski and Frank 2003). However, the most useful feature of the final
cleaning solution is often represented by water. Should this water contain calcium,
magnesium, iron or other ions in a remarkable amount, cleaning performances
would be insufficient (Anonymous 2002). For this reason, water has to be treated
with the aim of removing mineral content in excess. Alternatively, the cleaning
agent should be modified. The final result of cleaning after rinsing is directly
correlated to the used water because of the possible precipitation of mineral salts in
alkaline conditions. In summary, waters should have pH ≤ 6.5 (Anonymous 2002).

6.2.1.2 Alkaline Cleaning Agents and Complex Phosphates

Generally, alkaline detergents are classified in function of their cleaning power.
With regard to alkaline mixtures, the most powerful substances are (Schmidt 1997):

(a) Sodium hydroxide; potassium hydroxide whose main applications are in CIP
and WIP systems.

(b) Salt of phosphates, carbonates and silicates (cations: sodium, potassium and
ammonium). Interestingly, silicate may be also used because of its anti-cor-
rosion features, while carbonates may be recommended in several situations
only because of the possible interaction with calcium and magnesium.

6.2.1.3 Surfactants

Good cleaning agents should contain a certain amount of sequestrant, chelating and
surfactant agents. With regard to the last group of chemical substances, two dif-
ferent chemical sub-groups are available on the market; as a result, the final per-
formance of cleaning solutions depends on the use of one surfactant type or another.
For this reason, different surfactants are often mixed. The usual classification
considers (Schmidt 1997):

(a) Ionic surfactants: These molecules, positively or negatively charged in water
solutions (cationic surfactants at acid pH values; anionic surfactants in alkaline
conditions), are widely used when a certain foaming effect is desired

(b) Non-ionic surfactants: These compounds do not dissociate in anionic and cat-
ionic particles when dissolved in water. Interestingly, these compounds may be
blended without precipitation problems, differently from ionic surfactants.

6.2.1.4 Chelating and Sequestrant Agents

With regard to cleaning procedures, the dilution of the original mixture in water is
critical. As mentioned above, water hardness may be a huge concern. For this
reason, two different classes of chemical compounds are mixed with acid/alkaline
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agents and surfactants with the aim of preventing the precipitation of various cal-
cium and magnesium salts. The most important and used chelating agents are
EDTA and sodium gluconate, while sequestrant molecules are generally poly-
electrolytes, organophosphates, etc.

6.2.1.5 Cleaning Mixtures: Minor Components

The composition of cleaning mixtures may include other interesting chemicals with
different functions. Two of the main sub-classes of ‘minor’ components are
(Chmielewski and Frank 2003):

(1) Enzymes (simple amylases, proteases and lipases): Apparently, the use of such
a component in cleaning solutions may destroy undesired soils without
excessive damage to surfaces. In addition, these substances are often defined
as ‘environmentally-friendly’ chemicals.

(2) Oxidisers: These chemicals—sodium perborate and hypochlorite, chlorinated
agents, etc.—may be used with the aim of enhancing the power of cleaning
solutions.

6.2.2 Sanitising Chemicals

The final step of cleaning and sanitising operations in food plants corresponds to the
true ‘sanitisation’. This operation has to be carried out carefully because of the
necessity of eradicating pathogen agents (and reducing the microbial count of
spoilage microorganisms) without subsequent treatments. In general, all possible
food processes—cooling, cutting, defatting, drying, extruding, inspecting, shred-
ding, washing, forming, etc.—are concerned (Stanfield 2003).

A short premise should be done with regard to three different terms that can be
easily confused are sterilisation, disinfection and sanitisation or sanitation (Schmidt
1997).

Sterilisation concerns all possible methods for the complete destruction and
removal of life forms (Ball 1938; Dempsey and Thirucote 1988; Schmidt 1997;
Xavier 1999). On the other hand, ‘disinfection’ can be easily confused with ste-
rilisation and ‘sanitisation’ in spite of the clear meaning of destruction of vegetative
cells with the exclusion of spore-forming microorganisms (Block 2001; Codex
Alimentarius Commission 2003; Schmidt 1997).

Actually, the term ‘sanitisation’ refers only to all methods that can assure the
reduction of microbial levels to low and safe concentrations from the viewpoint of
food hygienists (Schmidt 1997). As a result, the differentiation between the above-
mentioned and apparently similar terms is extremely useful because of the different
level of intended safety.
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From the microbiological viewpoint, the reliable sanitisation for food-contact
surfaces should guarantee at least a 5 log—reduction of microbial numbers in 30s,
in accordance with the Association of Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC)
Method 960.09 (Roselle et al. 2004; Rovison et al. 2007; Schmidt 1997). All
possible systems with such a performance can be defined as ‘sanitising’ treatments.
Generally, two categories of processes are recognised with this term: thermal
treatments (use of high temperatures by means of hot water or steam) and chemical
procedures (Schmidt 1997).

With regard to the basic aim of this book, chemical treatments are discussed as
the logical pursuance of industrial cleaning and sanitising methods. It has to be
remembered that chemical sanitisers cannot (Schmidt 1997; Schmidt and Erickson
2008; Stanfield 2003):

(a) Destroy, corrode, stain or leave undesired films on treated surfaces;
(b) Be toxic for human consumption (in other words: they have to be food-contact

approved);
(c) Be dangerous for use (into food plants).

Moreover, chemical sanitisers should (Lawley et al. 2012; Richter and Cords
2001; Rossoni and Gaylarde 2000; Schmidt 1997):

• Have a very large action spectrum against life forms;
• Be very stable under particular conditions (examples: hot temperatures, long

periods of contact with cleaned surfaces, etc.);
• Be dissolved (in water) in a very limited time.

Finally, the real performance of sanitising chemicals may be also dependent on
non-chemical features of the process. Substantially, the following factors can
reduce the effective power of chemical sanitisers:

(1) Absence of superficial cracks, microfractures or other surface irregularities,
including also uncleaned milkstone or beerstone deposits, etc. (Schmidt 1997;
Stanfield 2003).

(2) The temperature of use: In spite of the clear kinetic correlation between high
temperatures and the more efficient reduction of living organisms, the appli-
cation of hot sanitising solutions on ‘vulnerable’ surfaces may give undesired
results such as the corrosion of metal supports (or the destruction of coating
materials). For this reason, a maximum limit of 55 °C is recommended
(Castillo et al. 1999; Dickson et al. 1994; Gorman et al. 1995; Schmidt 1997).

(3) The concentration of sanitisers: Generally, excessive amounts do not give
ameliorated results. For this reason, the concentration should not be aug-
mented (Schmidt 1997).

(4) pH values of the final solution (generally, 7.5 is considered the most tolerated
value).

(5) Cleaning traces (Schmidt 1997).
(6) Peculiar life forms (Flint et al. 1997; Lindsay and Von Holy 1999; Lindsay

et al. 2002) with enhanced resistance against certain sanitisers (Escherichia
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coli and Staphylococcus aureus are currently used to assess the efficacy of
sanitisers in accordance with AOAC 960.09).

After this premise, the chemical composition of different chemical sanitisers may
be discussed. The list of the most common products includes the following
chemicals (Schmidt 1997; Stanfield 2003):

(1) Inorganic chlorine products (liquid chlorine, sodium hypochlorite, inorganic
chloramines, etc.);

(2) Organic chlorine products and other chlorine compounds (chlorine dioxide);
(3) Iodine and iodophores;
(4) Acid-anionic sanitisers;
(5) Fatty acid sanitisers;
(6) Quaternary ammonium salts;
(7) Peroxides;
(8) Synthetic phenols;
(9) Ozone.

6.2.2.1 Chemical Sanitisers: Chlorine-Based Chemicals,
Including Chlorine Dioxide

Chlorine is well known and extensively used because of the following features
(Anonymous 2002; Schmidt 1997):

(a) This molecular species is a wide action germicide; microbial membranes,
deoxyribonucleic acid chains and cellular proteins are reported to be heavily
damaged by chlorine;

(b) The germicide action is demonstrated at low temperatures also;
(c) Chlorine does not leave residues on treated surfaces;
(d) Water hardness does not seem to reduce the germicide power of chlorine;
(e) Chlorine releasing compounds are not expensive, compared with other

sanitisers.

Generally, inorganic chlorine (liquid chlorine, sodium hypochlorite, inorganic
chloramines, etc.) and organic compounds can release hypochlorous acid and
hypochlorite, when dissolved in water (McGlynn W 2013). On the other hand,
several problems can occur when chlorine is used. It has to be remembered that
chlorine activity may be reduced in certain situations, which are as follows
(Schmidt 1997):

(1) The real amount of active and available chlorine depends strictly on pH;
(2) The concentration and exposure times may vary depending on the used spe-

cies. The recommended amount of available chlorine for food-contact surfaces
cleaning and process water should be (Anonymous 2002; Gil et al. 2009;
Wang et al. 2004) 100 parts per million (ppm), although 200 ppm has been
also reported with 1–2 min contact time (Parish et al. 2003).
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In addition, the use of chlorine in food industries is of concern (Chap. 7) because
of different problems, including the known irritating sensation to skin and mucosae
membranes (Anonymous 2002).

For these reasons, the use of different sanitisers such as chlorine dioxide (ClO2)
may be recommended (Schmidt 1997). In particular, ClO2 is reported to be more
efficient than other chlorine-based sanitisers when speaking of oxidising power
(Fig. 6.2). Consequently, a minor amount may be required (maximum value:
10 ppm).

It is necessary to remember that the use of chlorine in water determines the
possibility of formation of chlorine derivatives, some of which are very toxic (for
example halomethanes, etc.).

6.2.2.2 Chemical Sanitisers: Iodine and Iodophores

Similar to chlorine, iodine is reported to have good germicide power because of the
possible halogenation of proteins and the destruction of enzymes in microbial cells
(Schmidt 1997). However, this sanitising agent has to be carefully evaluated before
use because of the following features:

Fig. 6.2 Several problems can occur when inorganic and organic chlorine products are used in
food industries. In addition, chlorine activity may be reduced in certain situations. The use of
different strategies such as chlorine dioxide generation may be recommended. In particular, ClO2 is
reported to be more efficient than other chlorine-based sanitisers with regard to oxidising power
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(1) The most active form, dissociated free iodine, is unstable and dependent on pH
values (the lower the pH, the higher the concentration). In addition, the higher
the environmental temperature, the higher the evaporation of iodine;

(2) Moreover, iodine is not easily soluble in water. For this reason, iodine can be
used in association with surfactants. The resulting mixture is called ‘iodophore’;

(3) Iodine is considered highly toxic when ingested;
(4) Finally, plastic surfaces may be stained when iodine compounds are used.

On the other hand, iodine may be positively judged with reference to wide
spectrum-germicide action and the reduced influence of impurities (organic particles,
carbonates) in water (Schmidt 1997). Moreover, iodophores are generally reported to
be non-corrosive and non-irritating agents on skin (Anonymous 2002). Interestingly,
the amber colour of dissolved iodophores in water can be a distinctive advantage with
regard to the simple colorimetric (visual) control of concentrations to skin (Anony-
mous 2002). Naturally, the concentration of available iodine is also important; the
recommended quantity is reported to be 30 ppm to skin (Anonymous 2002).

6.2.2.3 Chemical Sanitisers: Acid-Anionic Sanitisers

Acid-anionic sanitisers should be considered as mixtures or inorganic acids and
surfactants. In general, these negatively charged compounds are used because of the
following features (Schmidt 1997):

(1) Good chemical stability;
(2) Acceptable cleaning power;
(3) Low smell release;
(4) Absence of corrosive effects.

On the other hand, these sanitisers may be very expensive. In addition, the ger-
micide power is reported to be dependent on pH values (between 2 and 3), without
effective results against moulds and spore-forming organisms on skin (Anonymous
2002). Finally, acid-anionic sanitisers appear incompatible with cationic surfactants.
For these reasons, the use of these sanitisers is quite limited at present on skin
(Anonymous 2002). The recommended amount of available acid-anionic sanitisers is
reported to be approximately 200 ppm to skin (Anonymous 2002).

6.2.2.4 Chemical Sanitisers: Fatty Acid Sanitisers

Fatty acid sanitisers are interesting compared with acid-anionic compounds.
Chemically, they are mixtures of fatty acids and other acid substances. These agents
are reported to be highly stable (Schmidt 1997) and cause low foam effects (this
failure is typical for acid-anionic sanitisers). On the other hand, germicide activity is
reduced if pH > 3.5. Finally, corrosiveness is reported when using these substances
on plastic surfaces (Schmidt 1997).
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6.2.2.5 Chemical Sanitisers: Quaternary Ammonium Salts

Chemically speaking, quaternary ammonium salts are positively charged cations
with the main contribution of nitrogen, while four alkyl groups can justify the
positive charge (Fig. 6.3). These compounds are reported to be highly stable, more
active at higher pH values, less affected by water hardness compared with other
sanitisers (Schmidt 1997).

In addition, the lower the length and the number of carbon units on alkyl chains,
the higher the solubility in water and the general germicide power. Interestingly,
quaternary ammonium salts are highly recommended because of the release, after
sanitisation, of residues with antimicrobial activity (Schmidt 1997). However, this
advantage can negatively influence monitoring activities with possible concerns
(Anonymous 2002; Parisi 2002).

Finally, quaternary ammonium salts may also be used for production of food-
safe room deodorisers and/or fogging agents (Schmidt 1997). At present, the rec-
ommended amount of available quaternary ammonium salts is reported to be
approximately 450 ppm (Anonymous 2002).

6.2.2.6 Chemical Sanitisers: Peroxides

Peroxides are considered high power-germicidal agents because of the creation of
oxidising environments by means of the singlet oxygen particle (Hubig et al. 2004;
Juven and Pierson 1996; Schmidt 1997). It can be assumed that peroxides are active
against Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria with similar performances
(Schmidt 1997).

This group of chemical sanitisers is subdivided into two sub-classes: inorganic
peroxides—hydrogen peroxide—and organic molecules, including peroxyacetic
acid.

The application of hydrogen peroxide in food production environments is not
generally recommended because this agent may be very dangerous for operators
when its concentration is 5 % at least (Schmidt 1997).

Fig. 6.3 Sanitising compounds: the general structure of quaternary ammonium salts. R1, R2, R3

and R4 are four different fragments, while the negative chloride ion may be also a common halogen
atom. The lower the length and the number of carbon units on alkyl chains, the higher the
solubility in water and the general germicide power
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On the other hand, peroxyacetic acid appears as the best strategy because of the
following advantages:

(a) Acceptable stability;
(b) Medium corrosion risks (depending on the contact time);
(c) Interesting ‘environmental-friendly’ features such as biodegradability.

The germicide power of peroxyacetic acid may be dependent on pH values: the
maximum value for acceptable results is reported to be 7.0 (Schmidt 1997). Another
unsatisfactory feature is correlated to the high oxidising power; similar to hydrogen
peroxide, peroxyacetic acid is toxic and a potential corrosive agent (Cords and
Dychdala 2003; Schmidt 1997).

6.2.2.7 Other Chemical Sanitisers

Synthetic phenols can be used as powerful sanitisers in the food industry because of
the following positive features (Anonymous 2002):

(1) Wide spectrum of germicide action, with the exclusion of spore-forming
organisms and

(2) good stability in water.

In addition, germicide action is not reduced in presence of residue soils and hard
waters. On the other hand, these substances may release residual films on treated
surfaces similar to quaternary ammonium compounds. Moreover, synthetic phenols
are reported to be irritating agents and able to release undesirable odours (Anon-
ymous 2002).

Ozone may also be very useful; however, the use of such a sanitiser is limited to
waters only and washing operations in the industry of vegetable products (Pascual
et al. 2007). In general, ozone is reported to show a wide spectrum action against
bacteria, viruses and spore-forming organisms (Khadre et al. 2001; Pascual et al.
2007). Microbial inactivation is carried out by means of molecular ozone and free
radicals; as a result, cell membranes and wall components are attacked and
destroyed. For this reason (cellular lysis), episodes of microbial resistance are not
predictable (Pascual et al. 2007).

Ozone may be very useful from the environmental viewpoint; moreover, its
application as a gas or in ozonated waters does not release undesired residuals
(Cullen and Norton 2012; Pascual et al. 2007). In addition, the possible use of
ozone-based CIP systems has been recently discussed (Canut and Pascual 2007).

Finally, other sanitisers are reported in the scientific literature with reference to
single or synergic uses with ‘main’ sanitisers. For example, isopropanol may be
used with quaternary ammonium salts. Another possible sanitising agent may be
peracetic acid (Lundén et al. 2002).
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Chapter 7
Reasons for the Substitution of Chlorine
in the Disinfection

Abstract In general, the disinfection of food-contact surfaces in food industries is
carried out by means of a two-step process (cleaning and sanitisation). With relation
to sanitising agents, the choice should consider the following agents: inorganic and
organic, chlorine products, organic chlorine products, iodine and iodophores, acid-
anionic and fatty acid sanitisers, ozone, peroxides, quaternary ammonium salts and
synthetic phenols. All these chemical sanitisers have their own advantages and
risks. At present, none of the above-mentioned substances can be defined the best
sanitising agent. However, the use of chlorine-based chemical is well known and
currently demonstrated because of different factors. However, the use of chlorine in
food industries is highly concerned because of different problems, including also
the known irritating attitude to skin and mucosae membranes. This chapter is
dedicated to safety and toxicological concerns caused by the introduction of
chlorine-based chemicals in food industries.

Keywords Carcinogenicity � Chlorine dioxide � Cleaning � Corrosion � Irritating
effect � Sanitisation

7.1 Sanitisation in Food Industries: The Role
of Chlorine-Based Compounds

The limitation or the eradication of microbial risks into food industries and cor-
related plants may be obtained by means of different procedures (Evans et al. 2004;
Ropkins and Beck 2000; Scott and Bloomfield 1990), including the creation and the
implementation of correct cleaning and sanitising systems (Sect. 6.1).

Normally, the sanitisation of process waters and food-contact surfaces in food
plants is carried out by means of the use of different chemicals as cleaners and
sanitisers (Sect. 6.2). With exclusive relation to the final step (sanitisation, often
confused with ‘disinfection’ (Sect. 6.1), food business operators can reasonably use
only a few selected methods. In general, disinfection can be carried out with the
following methods at least (Bintsis et al. 2000; Casani et al. 2005):
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• Caustic substances
• Heating processes
• Oxidising chemicals
• Ultraviolet light.

On the other hand, the use of innovative systems—electrolysed water, ozonated
water, ozone as gas, synergic ozonisation and ultraviolet light treatment, etc.—may
be tried. In these situations, the final decision depends on different factors, including
the simple economic ‘weight’ of the involved technology in comparison with final
results in terms of destruction of vegetative cells (Block 2001; Codex Alimentarius
Commission 2003; Schmidt 1997).

The disinfection of food-contact surfaces cannot be carried out with good results
without the preliminary cleaning, in accordance with a basic sequence such as the
below-mentioned protocol (Stanfield 2003):

(1) Manual removal of loose materials
(2) Chemical cleaning
(3) Final rinsing with cold or hot water
(4) Timing of maintenance program.

The final step of cleaning and sanitising operations in food plants corresponds to
the true ‘sanitisation’ (Sect. 6.2). This operation should be considered ‘mandatory’
because of the necessity of eliminating or inactivating pathogen microorganisms
(and reducing spoilage microorganisms) without subsequent treatments.

Generally, the most part of sanitising treatments in the food industry concerns
the use of chemical sanitisers. Before going on, it should be highlighted that these
substances cannot (Schmidt 1997; Schmidt and Erickson 2008; Stanfield 2003):

(a) Destroy, corrode, stain or leave undesired films on treated surfaces
(b) Be toxic for human consumption
(c) Be dangerous for use (into food plants).

In addition, these sanitisers should be produced and/or formulated with the aim
of realising aqueous mixtures that can destroy, inactivate or reduce the most part of
microorganisms rapidly (Lawley et al. 2012; Richter and Cords 2001; Rossoni and
Gaylarde 2000). Unfortunately, currently available solutions may be the best san-
itiser in certain applications and food production environments, while other prob-
lems may require very different chemicals or systems. In detail, the so-called
‘sanitising performance’ may be reduced depending on peculiar conditions,
including the presence of superficial damages, pH and/or temperature values for the
aqueous solution, etc. (Sect. 6.2).

For these reasons, the choice appears quite limited at present. From a general
viewpoint, it can be assumed that the current solution in food industries is
researched in the following list (Schmidt 1997; Stanfield 2003):

(a) Inorganic chlorine products (liquid chlorine, sodium hypochlorite, inorganic
chloramines, etc.)

(b) Organic chlorine products
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(c) Other chlorine compounds: chlorine dioxide
(d) Iodine and iodophores
(e) Acid-anionic sanitisers
(f) Fatty acid sanitisers
(g) Quaternary ammonium salts
(h) Peroxides
(i) Synthetic phenols
(j) Ozone.

All these chemical sanitisers have their own advantages and risks. At present,
none of the above-mentioned substances can be defined ‘the best sanitising agent’.
However, the use of chlorine-based chemical is well known and currently dem-
onstrated because of different factors (Anonymous 2002).

On the other hand, the use of chlorine in food industries is highly concerned
(Sect. 6.2.1.1) because of different problems, including also the known irritating
attitude to skin and mucosae membranes (Anonymous 2002; Gil et al. 2009). As a
result, the use of different sanitisers such as chlorine dioxide (ClO2) has been
recommended (Sect. 6.1). This chapter is dedicated to safety and toxicological
concerns caused by the introduction of chlorine-based chemicals in food industries.
Interestingly, some of these risks are typically linked to chlorine-based compounds.
In other terms, other sanitisers are generally perceived as ‘low-risk’ substances if
compared with sodium hypochlorite and other chlorine-releasing agents.

7.2 Chlorine-Based Chemicals: Safety and Toxicological
Concerns

Inorganic chlorine products (liquid chlorine, sodium hypochlorite, chloramines,
etc.) and organic compounds release hypochlorous acid and hypochlorite, when
dissolved in water (McGlynn 2013).

In general, themost important safety and toxicological concerns are listed as follows:

(1) Undesirable off-odours
(2) Corrosion power
(3) Irritating effects (skin, respiratory organs)
(4) Production of carcinogenic substances
(5) Explosion risks.

7.2.1 Odour Failures

First of all, chlorine is well known in the food industry because of the peculiar and
unpleasant odour (Schmidt 1997). In particular, it has been reported that certain
products in brine or syrup (starch solutions have been also cited) may show the
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distinctive chlorine odour because of the use of sanitised chlorinated water (Rei-
neccius 1991; Schmidt 1997). The problem is generally dependent on the quanti-
tative absorption of chlorine by syrup or starch solutions. At present, one of the
main solutions appears the heating of chlorinated waters before the production of
brine, syrup or starch solutions. The same defect has been also reported with
relation to iodine in brine solutions.

7.2.2 Corrosion Power

Chlorine is a natural strong oxidising agent. This property can explain very well the
known corrosion power of such a molecule on metal surfaces (Nishimura et al.
2000; Novak et al. 2001; Refait et al. 1998). As a result, the production of rust—
and the appearance of small or large areas with superficial damages, cracks, micro
fractures and possible biofilm formation may be partially avoided with the use of
other sanitisers such as quaternary ammonium salts (Schmidt 1997). It should be
also considered that the lower the pH value of the final sanitising solution, the
higher the corrosion power. In other words, should be pH lower than 6.0, the final
solution would be very corrosive (Schmidt 1997).

7.2.3 Irritating Effects on Skin and Respiratory Organs

Chlorine can irritate the skin when dissolved in water. Moreover, the evolution of
gaseous chlorine can invade and damage respiratory organs (Bernard 2007; Evans
2005). In detail, the following adverse effects have been reported at present as the
consequence of chemical burning (Williams 2010):

• Immediate vomiting
• Immediate intolerance/anaphylactic shock
• Short- to long-term illness.

For these reasons, operators have to be adequately protected by means of pro-
tective clothing. In addition, cleaning and sanitising procedures should be always
carried out under an adequate forced ventilation system (Schmidt 1997).

Another remarkable concern is linked to the pH of the final solution. In fact, the
production of chlorine gas is normally enhanced if pH is lower than 5.0 (Schmidt
1997). The equilibrium between hypochlorous acid and chlorine favours the pro-
duction of gaseous chlorine (deadly chlorine, mustard gas) when protons are
abundant in solution. For this reason, the addition of acid substances to chlorine
solution is dangerous.
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7.2.4 Production of Carcinogenic Substances

Recently, the detection of peculiar carcinogenic substances such as trihalomethanes,
haloketones or chloropicrin has been correlated to the presence of chlorine in
certain conditions (Bull et al. 1995; Condie 1986; Dunnick and Melnick 1993; Gil
et al. 2009). However, the matter is still debated.

7.2.5 Explosion Risks

Finally, the possible explosion of ClO2 in highly concentrated solutions should be
considered when speaking of chlorine dioxide as a valid substitution for normal
chlorine-based compounds. This gas can easily react under light or when envi-
ronmental temperatures are ≥50 °C (Schmidt 1997).
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